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Faculty of Education 

Office of the Dean 
St. John’s, NL Canada A1B 3X8 
Tel: 709 864 8588 Fax: 709 864 8673  
www.mun.ca/educ 

REGULAR MEETING OF THE FACULTY COUNCIL, FACULTY OF EDUCATION 
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 7TH, 2021 at 12:30 P.M., VIA WEBEX CONFERENCING 

AGENDA 

1. Approval of the Agenda

2. Approval of Minutes of Previous Meeting
2.1  Approval of Minutes of November 2, 2021 (attached)

3. Business Arising

4. New Business
4.1  Primary/Elementary 1st degree calendar changes (attached)
4.2  Course calendar changes (attached)

5. Correspondence

6. Reports of Committees

6.1 Nominating Committee 

6.2 Committee on Undergraduate Studies 

 6.3 Admissions Committee 

  6.4 Research & Development Committee  

6.5 Graduate Studies Committee:  

6.6 Doctoral Studies Program Committee 

http://www.mun.ca/educ
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6.7 Committee on Ethics in Human Research 

7. Dean (pro tempore) Report

8. Associate Dean’s Report – Undergraduate

9. Associate Dean’s Report – Graduate

10. Reports from Representatives from other Councils

11. Other Business

Secretary 
Faculty Council, Faculty of Education 

Attachments (4) 
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REGULAR MEETING OF THE FACULTY COUNCIL, FACULTY OF EDUCATION 
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 2021 AT 12:30PM VIA WEBEX CONFERENCING 

Chairperson: Dr. Gerald Galway 

Attendees: K. Anderson, C. Arnold, S. Azam, C. Badenhorst, J. Buley, A. Coombs, J. Crane, J. Delaney, A. Doyle, T. 
Edmunds, A. Farrell, E. Furey, M. Gardner, N. Hurley, R. Joy, D. Kelly, R. Kelly, U. Kelly, D. Kirby, M. Kondratieva, S. 
Lewis, X. Li, B. Maddigan, K. Maich, G. Martin, H. McLeod, A. Moghaddam, P. Phillips, L. Redmond, J. Rodway, M. 
Stordy, E. Wade, G. Young.  

Regrets: D. Buley, R. Crossman, G. Harris, C. Morrison, K. Szego, C. Walsh 

The Chair acknowledged that the lands on which Memorial University’s campuses are situated are in the traditional 
territories of diverse Indigenous groups, and we acknowledge with respect the diverse histories and cultures of the 
Beothuk, Mi’kmaq, Innu, and Inuit of this province.  

1. APPROVAL OF AGENDA

It was moved by Dr. Jan Buley, and seconded by Dr. Gabrielle Young that the Agenda be accepted as
circulated.

      CARRIED. 

2. APPROVAL OF PREVIOUS MINUTES

It was moved by Dr. Leslie Redmond, and seconded by Dr. Joelle Rodway, that the previous Minutes be
approved as circulated.

    CARRIED. 

3. BUSINESS ARISING

Dr. Galway updated Faculty Council on business from earlier meetings:

3.1 Academic Unit Planning (AUP) process is underway and we are working with CIAP through program,
financial and statistical data covering the past five years. The Coordinator has been bringing together 
data and ensuring there is alignment in the AUP with other priorities. A working group has been 
established and will meet in the next couple of weeks that is comprised of students, staff, and faculty. 
Dr. Li and Dr. Azam are in group and we are in need of one more ASM. The leadership team will be a 
part of the group. Student representatives are Brianna Bishop (undergraduate) and Sana Jamil 
(graduate). The focus of the working group will be on the self-study for the next six months as well as 
many components regarding the consultation process.  The AUP Working Group (AUPWP) will arrange 
meetings with program groups in the next few weeks and these will be semi structured but fairly 
informal to be able to move discussion in different directions. The goal is to reflect on past work for 
the future direction of the Faculty. The AUPWG will provide some guidelines for that process as well. 

Agenda item # 2.1 
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3.2 Dr. Jeff Crane’s cross appointment, with the support of the Faculty of Education and the School of 
Human Kinetics and Recreation, has been submitted to the Provost recommending his cross 
appointment to the Faculty of Education.  

3.3 Dr. Jeanne Sinclair will be on campus later this month but will not take up her position until January 1, 
2022. Dr. Sinclair’s office will be located in E3045. 

4. NEW BUSINESS

4.1 Presentation by Ms. Allison Farrell, QEII Library, re: Research Data Management at Memorial 
University   

Ms. Allison Farrell presented on the research data management plan (DMP) policy from Tri-
Council. The policy indicates that each institution requires its own strategy to conform to the 
policy. These are to be submitted to the tri-agencies and posted publicly by March 1, 2023. 
Memorial has a group working on a first draft now that will be out for consultation in the New 
Year. The requirement is that the researcher is responsible for completing a DMP. All institutions 
have to implement a strategy with how they will support researchers. 

DMPs will be a requirement for some grant opportunities at the application stage. As of spring 
2022 agencies will have an initial set of funding opportunities that will require DMPs.  Data 
supporting research conclusions and publications must be deposited into a repository. This will 
be phased in upon the review of institutional strategies.  

The new strategy will create a culture of best practises in data management including recognition 
of data as research output; this is a Research Data Management Policy (not open data policy); 
and the strategy will be phased in, is incremental and will include ongoing consultation with the 
research community.  

Data Management plans/repositories/data sharing is posted on library website for reference. The 
library is offering the following services: to help get you started for grant applications, one on 
one consultations, DMPs, sessions with your students to get started on good practises, and 
research methodology courses.  

Discussion ensued regarding informed consent, ethics, metadata and concerns about additional 
work and sharing of data with vulnerable populations. If there are additional inquiries please 
contact Alison Farrell at alisonr@mun.ca.  

4.2 Discussion of Teacher Certification for International Graduate Students (Dr. Rhonda Joy) 

Dr. Rhonda Joy indicated that historically there have been very few applications for internships 
however over the past year, in particular in the last four months, there are a lot of requests for 
the internship route. Syllabi needed to be reviewed as each are older and program groups may 
need to look at that carefully. The internship route is becoming more popular with international 
students. There is a bigger issue with students seeking acceptance under the internship route 

mailto:alisonr@mun.ca
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who do not have a Bachelor in Education and seeking teacher certification through graduate 
programs.  

Dr. Joy inquired with Teacher Certification and the response indicated that they may certify 
M.Ed. graduates without the B.Ed. if they complete the internship. They have been getting a
number of requests and have approved people through this route. Dr. Joy inquired with the
NLESD and the response indicated that they will accept students without B.Ed. for an internship
but are not likely to hire them once they are certified.

Dr. Joy posed the question for discussion: do we want students to use internships like this? 
Discussion ensued regarding concerns with this for teacher preparation in school environments. 
There were questions presented and encouragement to move this item to a Faculty Forum for 
further discussion.  

4.3 Graduate admission applications for winter 2022. 

Members are asked to prioritize admissions and review graduate applications more quickly than 
usual so acceptance letters go out as early as possible. Additional applications will come forward 
to program groups and we ask for an urgent turnaround time of November 5.  

5. CORRESPONDENCE

There was no correspondence circulated.

6. REPORTS OF COMMITTEES

6.1  Nominating Committee 

6.1.1 Ratification of members on Research & Development Committee 

It was moved by Dr. David Buley, and seconded by Dr. Antoinette Doyle that the members on 
Research & Development committee be accepted as circulated. 

CARRIED. 

6.2  Committee on Undergraduate Studies: 

6.2.1 Annual Report for Committee on Undergraduate Studies – Academic Year 2020-2021 

Dr. Redmond presented the Annual Report for the Committee on Undergraduate Studies as 
circulated. Dr. Redmond spoke to the report and the four appeals decisions as this was the first 
year they have seen any, indicating it seems timely to have discussion around admissions. Other 
requests were came to the committee from the Academic Program Office around the timeframe 
of courses, course substitutions and program changes to account for pandemic delays. Other 
requests came forward to the committee from Senate and SCUGS.  
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Dr. Redmond thanked the committee members for making themselves available as well as 
Garrett Martin for taking on his new role on the committee and doing well with the role. Dr. 
Redmond acknowledged that Ms. Katie Dwyer is no longer with the Faculty of Education and 
indicated that the committee missed her steady hand.  

 6.3 Admissions Committee  

There was no report presented. 

     6.4 Research & Development Committee 

There was no report presented.  

      6.5   Graduate Studies Committee 

  6.5.1 Annual Report for Graduate Studies Committee, Academic Year, 2020-2021 

6.6  Doctoral Studies Program Committee 

There was no report presented.  

6.7    Committee on Ethics in Human Research 

There was no report presented. 

It was moved by Dr. Gabrielle Young, and seconded by Dr. Joelle Rodway that the annual reports 
be accepted as circulated. 

CARRIED. 

7. DEAN (pro tempore) REPORT

The Dean’s report was presented by Dr. Gerald Galway as attached.

8. ASSOCIATE DEAN'S REPORT- UNDERGRADUATE

The Associate Dean – Undergraduate report was presented by Dr. Edith Furey as attached.
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9. ASSOCIATE DEAN'S REPORT- GRADUATE

The Associate Dean – Graduate report was presented by Dr. Rhonda Joy as attached.

10. REPORTS FROM REPRESENTATIVES FROM OTHER COUNCILS

Ms. Pam Phillips of CITL indicated that a Google Apps for Teaching workshop is taking place November 5
from 1-2pm where instructors will have an opportunity to use the tools available. More details:
https://blog.citl.mun.ca/technologyresources/workshop-consult/google-apps-for-teaching-workshop/

11. OTHER BUSINESS

There was no other business presented.

Adjournment 

Motion to adjourn Dr. David Buley. Council adjourned at 2:15pm. 

https://blog.citl.mun.ca/technologyresources/workshop-consult/google-apps-for-teaching-workshop/


Dean’s Report 

Passing of Colleague:  Dr. Galway noted the passing of one of our retired colleagues 

this past weekend, Dr. Rosonna Tite.  She was very well-respected and some faculty 

members continued to stay in touch and visit her from time to time.  The Dean spoke 

with Rosonna’s wife, Ellen at the wake and expressed condolences on behalf of the 

Faculty.  A number of Faculty members were at the wake and/or the funeral. 

Renewal of Dr. Kondratieva:  The Dean thanked those who responded to the call 

regarding Dr. Kondratieva’s renewal of her joint appointment. The feedback was very 

positive and the two deans are supportive of the continuation.  Dr. Galway has written 

the provost requesting a three-year extension to the appointment 

Calendar Changes: Next month is the last Faculty Council for the calendar year and 

since it is usually the time to have calendar changes approved for next year, the date 

may have to be moved back.   We are expecting Calendar changes that to be brought 

forward to CUgS this month for consideration and these include: 

For the Primary/Elementary 1st Degree: ED 4242 will become a requirement and other 

changes will be brought forward in order to align the first degree more closely to the 

second-degree program.  There may also be other calendar changes associated with 

modernizing calendar language.  Faculty members will receive these at least 10 days 

prior to the meeting date. 

Staffing:  The Dean reported that we are seeing quite a lot of turn-over in staff across 

the university and also within our faculty. When positions are advertised, Deans are 

reporting that there is a much smaller pool of applicants.  We also know that some staff 

members are planning to retire in the near future and it will be important to attract new 

staff with those skill sets. Other staff members are considering different opportunities in 

other units.  We are looking at some changes to operations in order to more evenly and 

more efficiently distribute workload. 



Researcher of the Month: Dr. Galway congratulated Dr. David Gill, our Researcher of 

the month and thanked Lisa Charlong for leading this initiative. 

Admissions The Dean thanked Faculty members for helping to review graduate 

applications for admission quickly so that students can get their acceptances and 

register for winter.  The university has prioritized recruitment and retention as a major 
focus given the change in tuition rates.  He reported that we can also expect to get 

some incentive funding to offer scholarships that will help to offset undergraduate 

tuition.  Details were not available but Dr. Galway noted that the Academic Programs 

Office will get the information out to prospective students as soon as we have those 

details. 

Convocation/Induction Ceremonies:  Finally, Dr. Galway mentioned that a regular 

convocation was held in October of so (with some variations) and we held our induction 

ceremony virtually. It is still available on our Facebook site, for those who wish to view. 
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ASSSOCIATE DEAN’S REPORT    –   UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES 

November 2, 2021 

1. Fall Semester, 2021.  If you have academic concerns about a student, can you please

contact Garrett Martin, our Manager of Academic Programs? This may help decrease the

number of late arrangements for extensions into winter, 2022 semester. As well, at our

October 28th meeting with faculty, contractual and sessional instructors, I reviewed

important dates related to students’ dropping courses with and without tuition refunds and

without academic prejudice.  Tomorrow, November 3, is the last day for undergraduate

students to drop courses without academic prejudice, fall semester.

2. Winter Semester, 2022.  Winter semester planning is underway.  Winter registration began

on November 1 for eligible undergraduate students.  Requests for contractual hiring have

been sent to our Committee and the majority of our ads for sessional instructors have been

posted. If you have not ordered your textbooks for winter semester yet, please contact

Brenda Kenny (bkenny@mun.ca; 864-8553) in our Academic Programs Office who can assist

you with the ordering.  Post-secondary admissions have concluded; please see below.

Post-Secondary 
Diploma & Degrees 

# of Applications 
Received 

# of Applications 
Accepted  

Diploma in Adult 
Learning & Post-
Secondary 
Education 

5 5 

Bachelor of 
Education Post-
Secondary as a First 
Degree 

1 0 

Bachelor of 
Education Post-
Secondary as a 
Second Degree 

12 9 

Total 18 14 

Reason for non-admission of applicants was that they were missing some of the 

admission requirements.  Our Admissions Officer has given advice to all non-eligible 

applicants to assist them in meeting admission requirements.  

Next scheduled admissions date for post-secondary new applicants is fall 2022. 

mailto:bkenny@mun.ca
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3. Nunavut Arctic College (NAC) Seeks your Assistance.  NAC has been engaged in

contextualizing some of our courses to meet their needs.  They are looking for faculty who

are interested in reviewing drafts of course outlines and working with their teams in ensure

that the academic integrity of our courses is maintained as they contextualize the courses.

Interested faculty are also invited to provide up to five (5) virtual sessions as guest speakers.

The College is offering remuneration for your assistance.  If you are interested in partaking

in this project, please let me know.  I will be in touch with you as more information is

obtained.

4. Virtual Professional Development Day for our Intermediate/Secondary  Preservice

Teachers.  Again, this year, Newfoundland and Labrador Eastern School District (NLESD) will

be offering a professional development day for our Intermediate/Secondary preservice

teachers. The virtual professional development day is scheduled for all day on November

12. Arrangements have been made for any missed classes on this day.

5. Edwin Update. Nelson publishing is extending their contract with the Faculty of Education

for another year. We are in the process of arranging students’ access to Nelson’s Google

sandbox.  Nelson offers resources that could assist interns with lesson planning in winter

semester.  I am hoping that one (1) session can be offered in November and then further

sessions provided based upon students’ requests.

6. French Teacher Education Update.  As mentioned at our professional development day on

September 24, funds have been obtained to expand the development of our French teacher

education courses.  The Committee held one (1) meeting to date.  You will be continuously

updated and your feedback sought as we develop a plan and draft proposals for program

development.

7. Faculty Forum Teaching & Learning.   With the assistance of Dr. Kim Myrick, Assistant

Director, Teaching and Learning, CITL and Pamela Phillips, Senior Instructional Designer

CITL,  I was hoping to arrange a faculty forum to have a conversation about the Faculty’s

and Memorial University’s teaching and learning frameworks and related documents  We

are trying to finalize a date for later in this semester.  More details to follow.

8. Academic Integrity Network.  I attended an Academic Integrity Network meeting of CITL

and associate deans.  We viewed a video of the on-line Academic Integrity 1000 course. This

course is required of students newly admitted to Memorial University. We are hoping that

the course will also be accessible to all faculty across campus who can refer to and/or
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elaborate upon components of it in their teaching.  We are anticipating more support from 

CITL as we strive to educate our students about academic integrity.    

9. Professional Suitability.  Associate Deans of Undergraduate Studies have been working on

making changes to current regulations related to professional suitability.  These changes

have been submitted to Senate for approval.  Individual academic units will be able to

update and develop their own policies and procedures based upon revised regulations.

Once again, thank you colleagues for your ongoing support. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Edith Furey  



Associate Dean of Graduate Programs and Research Faculty Council Report 

November 2, 2021 

1. Admissions delay: An email was sent out last week to request your support in reviewing
program applications and submitting decisions to the office by November 5, 2021.  We realize
this timeframe is extremely tight and are so appreciative of the overwhelming support we have
received from faculty and from our staff to make this happen!!

Reminder:
-During the admission process program groups may want to consider resources when accepting
students to routes other than course route.
-Groups may also wish to consider the suitability of students applying to the internship route.
We have had some students without Education UG degrees applying for internships and this
may create issues on a # of levels. (as discussed)
-international students whom you have accepted to your program will be offered a deferred
admission date of one year away due to visa issues etc.
Note: course route students wishing to switch another route requiring supervision must secure
a supervisor first before the office will accept the form.

2. Vaccine Declaration. We would kindly request that all instructors remind students that
they are required to complete the vaccine declaration as soon as possible. This applies
to students who are enrolled in online courses and not attending classes on campus.

3. Grants Facilitator
Upcoming Grants: Please check the website and emails re: deadlines and 
extensions. Lisa has updated the website calendar to include upcoming deadlines. 

Promoting Research in the Faculty. We are trying to find a way to collect 
information on research in the faculty. We are open to suggestions but in the 
meantime, I would ask if you would like to promote your research that you submit 
the research portion of your activity report to Lisa and she will develop/add to the 
profile. 

Research Week: SAVE the DATE : November 22-26. Faculty of Education Research 
Day is Thursday November 25….. more to come 

5. ENROLMENT: Graduate enrollment has increased over the past 3 years. At present, Fall 2021
enrollment numbers increased by over 100 students.

6. Internships: More and more students are requesting to complete the internship route
in our programs. There are a # of issues…



a. Internship route for most programs has not been accessed often and as such
the syllabi and requirements for this route are often vague.

b. Many students who apply to this route  are international students who are
trying to become certified teachers but who do not have an undergraduate
degree in Education. Teacher certification has indicated that it is possible to
become certified as a teacher without a BEd but the ESDNL will not normally
hire someone without a BEd. The concern…

- Are we giving false hope to students by allowing them to pursue this
route?

- Are we, as a faculty, satisfied with permitting students to complete
internships in schools when they do not have a BEd.

7. Reminder: Books orders for Winter 2022 are past due.

8. Students concerns: If you have any concerns about your students please do not
hesitate to reach out to the office for support.
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Memorial University of Newfoundland 

Undergraduate Calendar Change Proposal Form 

Cover Page 

LIST OF CHANGES 

Indicate the Calendar change(s) being proposed by checking and completing as 

appropriate: 

 New course(s):

 Amended or deleted course(s):

 New program(s):

X   Amended or deleted program(s): Proposed Amendment to courses in Bachelor of

Education (Primary/Elementary) as a First Degree to align with Bachelor of

Education (Primary/Elementary) as a Second Degree

 New, amended or deleted Glossary of Terms Used in the Calendar entries

 New, amended or deleted Admission/Readmission to the University

(Undergraduate) regulations

 New, amended or deleted General Academic Regulations (Undergraduate)

 New, amended or deleted Faculty, School or Departmental regulations

 Other:

ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORIZATION 

By signing below, you are confirming that the attached Calendar changes have obtained 

all necessary Faculty/School approvals, and that the costs, if any, associated with these 

changes can be met from within the existing budget allocation or authorized new 

funding for the appropriate academic unit. 

Signature of Dean/Vice-President: ______________________________ 
Dean, Pro Tempore 

Date: ________________________________ 

Date of approval by Faculty/Academic Council: ________________________________ 

Agenda item #: 4. 1



Memorial University of Newfoundland 

Undergraduate Calendar Change Proposal Form 

Senate Summary Page for Programs 

PROGRAM TITLE 

Bachelor of Education (Primary/Elementary) as a First Degree 

RATIONALE 

The Bachelor of Education Primary/Elementary as a First Degree (P/E 1st Degree) 
offers preservice teachers an early entry route into teacher education in year three (3) 
of their university studies at Memorial University. This contrasts with the Bachelor of 
Education Primary/Elementary as a Second Degree (P/E 2nd Degree) which requires 
completion of other admission requirements including completion of a first degree.

In 2019 a substantially revised P/E 2nd Degree program was introduced in the Faculty 
of Education. The program changes undertaken at that time followed an extensive 
review of K-6 teacher education programs across Canadian universities as well as 
considerable consultation and collaboration within the Faculty of Education, across 
Memorial’s academic units and among community stakeholders. However, similar 
revisions to the P/E 1st Degree program did not take place at that time. The purpose of 
these calendar revisions is to more closely align the 1st Degree program with the 2nd 
Degree program and, specifically some of the changes that were made in 2019. 

Both the P/E 1st and 2nd Degree programs support preservice teachers in preparing to 
teach K-6 children. However, presently, there are differences between the courses 
offered in the two programs. The 2nd Degree program provides some different learning 
experiences through courses in indigenous education (ED 3574), affirmative sexuality 
(ED 3566), social justice and equity (ED 4391), additional preparation in mathematics 
education (ED 3940 and ED 3942) and science education (ED 3273, and ED 3274) 
more focused engagement on teacher professionalism and self-identity (ED 5001) as 
well as additional short field experiences outside of the 12 week extended internship 
(25 days for the 2nd Degree program compared with10 days for the 1st Degree 
program). 

Currently there are approximately 11 three (3) credit hour courses that are common 
across P/E 1st and 2nd Degree Programs. In addition, only two (2) (HKR 2001 and 
ED3050) of the 11 courses are offered in the same semester across the Programs. 
Aligned scheduling of the same courses across the two programs will improve 
instructor scheduling and, potentially promote greater consistency in course delivery. 
In cases where different instructors teach sections of the same course in the same 
semester, opportunities for reflective collaborative planning across instructors will be 
possible. 
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The proposed calendar changes involve some course substitutions and changes in 
sequencing within the P/E 1st Degree program.  These changes will permit greater 
alignment and more consistency with the P/E 2nd Degree program, which reflects 
current practice in teacher education and greater alignment with the needs of the 
provincial K-6 school system, as articulated in recent government reports (e.g., Now is 
the Time: Report of the Premier’s Task Force on Education, and The Big Reset: Report 
of the Premier’s Economic Recovery Team). 

The length of the P/E 1st Degree program will not change.  The program will continue 
as six (6) fall and winter semesters (three years) and completion of 150 CH (60 CH 
prior to admission to the degree and 90 CH after admission). There are no proposed 
revisions to the program title or changes to the duration or total number of credit hours 
of the P/E 1st Degree. All of the course substitutions are currently offered courses and 
appear in the university calendar. 

There are no calendar changes required to the P/E 2nd Degree program.
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CALENDAR CHANGES 

9.5 Bachelor of Education (Primary/Elementary) as a First Degree 

 The Bachelor of Education (Primary/Elementary) as a First Degree is a 150 credit hour
program.

 The 150 credit hours must include: 75 credit hours in non-education courses including
the courses required for admission, courses required to complete a focus area listed
under Table 6 Focus Areas for Bachelor of Education (Primary/Elementary) below,
and Human Kinetics and Recreation 2001; and 75 credit hours in Education courses as
set out in Table 5 Bachelor of Education (Primary/Elementary) as a First Degree.

 Following admission, a student will normally progress in attaining the 150 credit hours
required for the Bachelor of Education (Primary/Elementary) as a First Degree, in the
academic terms, sequence and course load as set out in Table 5 Bachelor of
Education (Primary/Elementary) as a First Degree. In particular, a student must have
all non-education requirements completed prior to Professional Year; must enrol full-time
during the Professional Year; and may enrol in the extended internship (ED 404T) only
after successful completion of the Professional Year.

Table 5 Bachelor of Education (Primary/Elementary) as a First Degree 

Term Required Courses 

75 credit hours in non-education courses including the courses required for 
admission  60 credit hours in courses required for admission 

Fall – 

Semester 1 

 ED 3618 ED 3617
 ED 3951
 ED 4240
 Human Kinetics and Recreation 2001
 6 credit hours in non-Education courses

Winter -  Semester 2 

 ED 3484
 ED 3619
 ED 3952
 ED 3312
 ED 3940
 ED 4242
 6 credit hours in non-Education courses
 401T (non-credit)

Fall – 
Semester 3 
(Professional Year, 
Semester 1) 

 Four Education courses from:
 ED 3120, ED 3131 , 3322, 3940, 3962 (to be determined by the Office of

Academic Programs, Faculty of Education)
 One of ED 2050, 2194, 3050, 4205, 4240 or 4242; .
 One of ED 2520 or 3920 is required for students with a music focus area

in place of ED 3212 and ED 3151 (to be determined in consultation with
the Academic Program Office, Faculty of Education)

https://www.mun.ca/regoff/calendar/sectionNo=EDUC-0079#EDUC-1631
https://www.mun.ca/regoff/calendar/sectionNo=EDUC-0079#EDUC-1000
https://www.mun.ca/regoff/calendar/sectionNo=EDUC-0079#EDUC-1000
https://www.mun.ca/regoff/calendar/sectionNo=EDUC-0079#EDUC-1000
https://www.mun.ca/educ/about/contact/academicPrograms.php
https://www.mun.ca/educ/about/contact/academicPrograms.php
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 ED 3050 is required for students with a French focus area. Students with
a French focus area will complete ED 3050 in place of ED 3212 and ED
3151.

 ED 3151
 ED 3212
 ED 3273
 ED 3274
 ED 3322
 ED 3543
 ED 3942
 ED 3953
 ED 5001
 ED 402T (non-credit)

Winter  - Semester 4 
(Professional Year, 

 Four additional Education courses from:
 ED 3322
 ED 3273
 3543, 3940,
 ED 3962 (to be determined by the Office of Academic Programs, Faculty of

Education) 
 One of ED 2050, 2194, 2515, 3050, 4205, 4240 or 4242. ED 2515 is required

for students with a music focus area. ED 3050 is required for students with a 
French focus area. 

 ED 3120
 ED 3543
 ED 3962
 ED 4206
 ED 4391
 ED 4427
 ED 403T (non-credit)
 ED 5001 (non-credit)

Fall – Semester 5 
(Professional Year) 

ED 404T 

Winter - Semester 6 

 ED 4240 (or an Education elective if ED 4240 has been successfully
completed previously) 

 ED 4362
 ED 4383
 ED 4425
 ED 2051
 ED 3131; ED 2515 instead of ED 3131 is required for students with a Music

focus area
 ED 3484
 ED 3566
 ED 3574
 3 credit hours in an Education Elective
 ED 2515 is required for students with a music focus area
 ED 4381
 ED 5001

https://www.mun.ca/educ/about/contact/academicPrograms.php
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CALENDAR ENTRY AFTER CHANGES 

9.5 Bachelor of Education (Primary/Elementary) as a First Degree 

 The Bachelor of Education (Primary/Elementary) as a First Degree is a 150 credit hour
program.

 The 150 credit hours must include: 75 credit hours in non-education courses including
the courses required for admission, courses required to complete a focus area listed
under Table 6 Focus Areas for Bachelor of Education (Primary/Elementary) below,
and Human Kinetics and Recreation 2001; and 75 credit hours in Education courses as
set out in Table 5 Bachelor of Education (Primary/Elementary) as a First Degree.

 Following admission, a student will normally progress in attaining the 150 credit hours
required for the Bachelor of Education (Primary/Elementary) as a First Degree, in the
academic terms, sequence and course load as set out in Table 5 Bachelor of
Education (Primary/Elementary) as a First Degree. In particular, a student must have
all non-education requirements completed prior to Professional Year; must enrol full-time
during the Professional Year; and may enrol in the extended internship (ED 404T) only
after successful completion of the Professional Year.

Table 5 Bachelor of Education (Primary/Elementary) as a First Degree 

Term Required Courses 

Fall – 

Semester 1 

 ED 3617
 ED 4240
 Human Kinetics and Recreation 2001
 6 credit hours in non-Education courses

Winter - Semester 2 

 ED 3312
 ED 3940
 ED 4242
 6 credit hours in non-Education courses
 ED 401T

Fall – 
Semester 3 
(Professional Year) 

 One of ED 2520 or 3920 is required for students with a music focus area in
place of ED 3151 & 3212 (course to be determined by the Academic Program
Office, Faculty of Education)

 ED 3050 is required for students with a French focus area in place of ED
3151 & 3212.

 ED 3151
 ED 3212
 ED 3273
 ED 3274
 ED 3322
 ED 3942
 ED 3953
 ED 402T
 ED 5001 (non-credit)

https://www.mun.ca/regoff/calendar/sectionNo=EDUC-0079#EDUC-1631
https://www.mun.ca/regoff/calendar/sectionNo=EDUC-0079#EDUC-1000
https://www.mun.ca/regoff/calendar/sectionNo=EDUC-0079#EDUC-1000
https://www.mun.ca/regoff/calendar/sectionNo=EDUC-0079#EDUC-1000
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Winter - Semester 
4 
(Professional 
Year) 

 ED 3120
 ED 3543
 ED 3962
 ED 4206
 ED 4391
 ED 4427
 ED 403T
 ED 5001 (non-credit)

Fall – 

Semester 5 
 ED 404T

Winter - Semester 6 

 ED 2051
 ED 3566
 ED 3574
 ED 3131
 ED 3484
 ED 4381
 ED 5001

*Note For additional background information please refer to the following:

Appendix 1.  9.5 Bachelor of Education (Primary/Elementary) as a First Degree – Current 

Course Offerings 

Appendix 2.  9.6 Bachelor of Education (Primary/Elementary) as a Second Degree 

Appendix 3.  Bachelor of Education (Primary/Elementary) as a First Degree (Proposed 

Calendar Changes - Course Titles with Existing Credit Hours 

 Appendix 4: Courses Moved Within Bachelor of Education (Primary/Elementary) as a First 
Degree  

Appendix 5: Courses Transferred from Bachelor of Education (Primary/Elementary) as a 
Second Degree to Bachelor of Education (Primary/Elementary) as a First Degree 

Appendix 6.  Courses Maintained/Not Changed Within Bachelor of Education 

(Primary/Elementary) as a First Degree  
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SECONDARY CALENDAR CHANGES 

9.8.2 Bachelor of Music Education as a Second Degree 

 A student for the Bachelor of Music Education must have been awarded a
Bachelor’s degree in Music (or equivalent) from a recognized post-secondary
institution.

 The degree of Bachelor of Music Education may be awarded upon the successful
completion of at least 45 additional credit hours in accordance with Table 11
Bachelor of Music Education as a Second Degree below.

Table 11 Bachelor of Music Education as a Second Degree 

 ED 3618 3617 or 4260
 one of ED 4362, 4381, 4383
 ED 2500, 2515, 2520, 3920, 3925, 4240, and 4830
 ED 403X
 3 other credit hours in Education other than Music Education. It is recommended that these

3 credit hours be used toward the acquisition of instructional content in a second teachable
area.

https://www.mun.ca/regoff/calendar/sectionNo=EDUC-0231#EDUC-1815
https://www.mun.ca/regoff/calendar/sectionNo=EDUC-0231#EDUC-1815
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CALENDAR ENTRY AFTER CHANGES 

9.8.2 Bachelor of Music Education as a Second Degree 

 A student for the Bachelor of Music Education must have been awarded a
Bachelor’s degree in Music (or equivalent) from a recognized post-secondary
institution.

 The degree of Bachelor of Music Education may be awarded upon the successful
completion of at least 45 additional credit hours in accordance with Table 11
Bachelor of Music Education as a Second Degree below.

Table 11 Bachelor of Music Education as a Second Degree 

 ED 3617 or 4260
 ED 4381
 ED 2500, 2515, 2520, 3920, 3925, 4240, and 4830
 ED 403X
 3 other credit hours in Education other than Music Education. It is recommended that these

3 credit hours be used toward the acquisition of instructional content in a second teachable
area.

https://www.mun.ca/regoff/calendar/sectionNo=EDUC-0231#EDUC-1815
https://www.mun.ca/regoff/calendar/sectionNo=EDUC-0231#EDUC-1815
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Memorial University of Newfoundland 

Undergraduate Calendar Change Proposal Form 

Appendix Page 

CONSULTATIONS SOUGHT *TO DO** 

[List each academic unit to which the attached Calendar changes were sent for 

feedback. The text of the request for feedback sent to these units should be attached to 

this Appendix Page. If a response was received, indicate the date of the response here 

and attach the text of the response to this Appendix Page. If no response was received, 

indicate this here.] 

LIBRARY REPORT 

No new courses for calendar changes are proposed.  Resources currently available for 

P/E 2nd Degree courses will be utilized when these courses are incorporated into the 

P/E 1st Degree.  Library Report is not required.  

RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS 

There are no resource implications. There are no changes to the number of P/E 1st 

Degree courses being offered in this updated P/E 1st Degree.  No new courses are 

proposed as existing P/E 2nd Degree courses will be incorporated into the P/E 1st 

Degree. As well, the same number of ASMs and instructors currently teaching the 

existing P/E 1st and 2nd Degree courses will be utilized. Faculty currently teaching P/E 

2nd Degree courses will teach a second section of these courses in the P/E 1st Degree 

Program. Administrative support is currently in place for both P/E 1st and 2nd Degrees. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REQUIRED FOR NEW COURSE PROPOSALS 

No new courses are proposed.  Current P/E 2nd Degree courses will be transferred to 

the P/E 1st Degree.  
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Appendix 1.  9.5 Bachelor of Education (Primary/Elementary) as a First Degree 

 The Bachelor of Education (Primary/Elementary) as a First Degree is a 150 credit hour program.

 The 150 credit hours must include: 75 credit hours in non-education courses including the courses
required for admission, courses required to complete a focus area listed under Table 6 Focus
Areas for Bachelor of Education (Primary/Elementary) below, and Human Kinetics and
Recreation 2001; and 75 credit hours in Education courses as set out in Table 5 Bachelor of
Education (Primary/Elementary) as a First Degree.

 Following admission, a student will normally progress in attaining the 150 credit hours required for
the Bachelor of Education (Primary/Elementary) as a First Degree, in the academic terms, sequence

and course load as set out in Table 5 Bachelor of Education (Primary/Elementary) as a First
Degree. In particular, a student must have all non-education requirements completed prior to
Professional Year; must enrol full-time during the Professional Year; and may enrol in the internship
only after successful completion of the Professional Year.

Table 5 Bachelor of Education (Primary/Elementary) as a First Degree

Term Required Courses 

75 credit hours in non-education courses including the courses required for 
admission 

Fall - Semester 1 

 ED 3618

 ED 3951

 Human Kinetics and Recreation 2001

 6 credit hours in non-Education courses

Winter - Semester 2 

 ED 3484

 ED 3619

 ED 3952

 6 credit hours in non-Education courses

 Fall - Semester 3

 (Professional
Year, Semester
1)

 Four Education courses from:
ED 3120, 3131, 3273, 3312, 3322, 3940, 3962 (to be determined by the Office
of Academic Programs, Faculty of Education)

 One of ED 2050, 2194, 2515, 3050, 4205, 4240 or 4242. ED 2515 is required
for students with a music focus area. ED 3050 is required for students with a
French focus area.

 Non-credit field experience (five days)

 Winter -
Semester 4

 (Professional
Year, Semester

2)

 Four additional Education courses from:
ED 3120, 3131, 3273, 3322, 3543, 3940, 3962 (to be determined by the Office
of Academic Programs, Faculty of Education)

 One of ED 2050, 2194, 2515, 3050, 4205, 4240 or 4242. ED 2515 is required
for students with a music focus area. ED 3050 is required for students with a
French focus area.

 Non-credit field experience (five days)

Fall - Semester 5 ED 401X 

Winter - Semester 6 

 ED 4240 (or an Education elective if ED 4240 has been successfully completed
previously)

 ED 4362

 ED 4383

 ED 4425

 3 credit hours in an Education Elective

https://www.mun.ca/regoff/calendar/sectionNo=EDUC-0079#EDUC-1631
https://www.mun.ca/regoff/calendar/sectionNo=EDUC-0079#EDUC-1631
https://www.mun.ca/regoff/calendar/sectionNo=EDUC-0079#EDUC-1000
https://www.mun.ca/regoff/calendar/sectionNo=EDUC-0079#EDUC-1000
https://www.mun.ca/regoff/calendar/sectionNo=EDUC-0079#EDUC-1000
https://www.mun.ca/regoff/calendar/sectionNo=EDUC-0079#EDUC-1000
https://www.mun.ca/educ/about/contact/academicPrograms.php
https://www.mun.ca/educ/about/contact/academicPrograms.php
https://www.mun.ca/educ/about/contact/academicPrograms.php
https://www.mun.ca/educ/about/contact/academicPrograms.php
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Appendix 2.  9.6 Bachelor of Education (Primary/Elementary) as a Second Degree 

The Grenfell Campus offering of this program is currently under review and may not be 
available for intake at this time. For further information, contact the Office of Academic 
Programs. 

 The Bachelor of Education (Primary/Elementary) as a Second Degree is a 72 credit hour
program intended for students who have completed an appropriate Bachelor’s degree.
This program is offered in a five semester, full-time format and commences in the Fall
semester of each year.

 In addition to meeting these regulations, students must also meet UNIVERSITY
REGULATIONS - General Academic Regulations (Undergraduate) - Second
Degree.

 The Bachelor of Education (Primary/Elementary) as a Second Degree requires 72 credit
hours normally completed in the academic terms, sequence, and course load as set out
in Table 7 Bachelor of Education (Primary/Elementary) as a Second Degree.

Table 7 Bachelor of Education (Primary/Elementary) as a Second Degree 

 Fall - Semester 1
 Learning

and Teaching
Learners

 ED 3312, 3617, 401T, 4240, 4381, 5001 (non-credit)
 HKR 2001

 Winter -
Semester 2

 Learning and
Teaching Curriculum

 ED 3273, 3322, 3940, 3962, 402T, 4242, 5001 (non-credit)

 Intersession -
Semester 3

 Learning and
Teaching Integration

 ED 2051, 3120, 3566, 3574, 4206, 4391

 Fall - Semester 4
 Learning and

Teaching
Frameworks

 ED 3131, 3151, 3212, 3274, 3543, 3942, 3953, 403T, 5001 (non-
credit)

 Winter -
Semester 5

 Learning and
Teaching Identity

 ED 404T, 4427, 5001

https://www.mun.ca/educ/about/contact/academicPrograms.php
https://www.mun.ca/educ/about/contact/academicPrograms.php
https://www.mun.ca/regoff/calendar/sectionNo=REGS-0508#REGS-0521
https://www.mun.ca/regoff/calendar/sectionNo=REGS-0508#REGS-0521
https://www.mun.ca/regoff/calendar/sectionNo=REGS-0508#REGS-0521
https://www.mun.ca/regoff/calendar/sectionNo=EDUC-1093#EDUC-2167
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Appendix 3.  Bachelor of Education (Primary/Elementary) as a First Degree 

Proposed Calendar Changes - Course Titles with Existing Credit Hours  

Term Required Courses 

Fall – 

Semester 1 

 ED 3617: Children and Learning(3)
 ED 4240: An Introduction to the Exceptional Learner(3)
 Human Kinetics and Recreation 2001(3)
 6 credit hours in non-Education courses

Winter - Semester 2 

 ED 3312: Language Arts in the Primary/Elementary School I(3)
 ED 4242: Identification and Remediation of Learning Difficulties(3)
 ED 3940: Mathematics in Primary and Elementary Grades(3)
 6 credit hours in non-Education courses

Fall – 
Semester 3 
(Professional Year) 

 ED 3050: The Teaching of French as a Second Language in the Primary and
Elementary Grades(3).

 ED 3151: Multilingualism in the Classroom(1)

 ED 3212: Counselling Issues and Career Dev1lopment(2)

 ED 3273: Science in the Primary/Elementary Grades(3)

 ED 3274: Infusing STEM into Primary/Elementary Grades(1)

 ED 3953: Assessment for Learning in the Primary/Elementary Grades(3)

 ED 3322: Children's Literature in the Primary/Elementary School(3)

 ED 3942: Teaching and Learning Elementary Mathematics(2)

 ED 401T: Introductory Field Experience in the Primary and Elementary
School (non-credit)

 ED 5001: The Teacher Development Seminar for Primary/Elementary(non-
credit)

 One of ED 2520 or 3920 is required for students with a Music focus area in
place of ED 3151 & 3212; course to be determined by the Academic Program
Office.

 ED 3050 is required for students with a French focus area in place of ED
3151 & 3212.

Winter - Semester 
4 
(Professional 
Year) 

 ED 3120: Foundations of Art Education(3)
 ED 3543: Language Arts in the Primary/Elementary School II(3)
 ED 3962: Social Studies in the Primary/Elementary School(3)
 ED 4427: Professional Leading and Learning in the School Organization(3)
 ED 4206: Teaching Religious Education in the Primary and Elementary

Grades(1)
 ED 4391: Social Justice, Equity and Education: An Introduction(2)
 ED 402T: Introductory Field Experience in the Primary and Elementary School

II (non-credit)

 ED 403T: Introductory Field Experience in the Primary and Elementary School
III (non-credit)
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 ED 5001: The Teacher Development Seminar for Primary/Elementary (non-
credit) 

Fall – 

Semester 5 
• ED 404T: Extended Teaching Internship(12)

Winter - Semester 6 

 ED 4381:  Perspectives on Education(3)
 ED 2051:  Learning Through Drama(1)
 ED 3566:  Affirmative Sexuality and Gender Pedagogy in Education

Matters(1)

 ED 3574:  An Introduction to Indigenous Education(1)

 ED 3131: Music Education in the Primary/Elementary Grades(3);ED 2525
instead of ED3131 is required for students with a Music focus area.

 ED 3484:  Computers and Learning Resources for Primary/Elementary
Teachers( 3

 ED 5001: The Teacher Development Seminar for Primary/Elementary (3)
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Appendix 4: Courses Moved Within Bachelor of Education (Primary/Elementary) as a 
First Degree  

Fall - Semester 1 
 ED 4240 (from S3 to S1)

Winter - Semester 2 
 ED 3312 (from S3 to S2)
 ED 3940 (from S4 to S2)
 ED 4242  (from S4 to  S2)


Fall - Semester 3 (Professional Year) 
 ED 3543 (from S4 to S3)

Winter – Semester 4 (Professional Year) 

ED 3120 (from S3 to S4) 

Fall - Semester 5 (Post-Professional Year) 

Fall - Semester 6 (Post-Professional Year) 
 ED 3484 (from S2 to S6)
 ED 3131 from S4 to S6
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Appendix 5: Courses Transferred from Bachelor of Education (Primary/Elementary) as a 
Second Degree to Bachelor of Education (Primary/Elementary) as a First Degree 

Fall - Semester 1 

• ED 3617

Winter - Semester 2 

• ED 4242

Fall - Semester 3 (Professional Year) 

 ED 3953

 ED 3942

 ED 3274

 ED 5001

Winter - Semester 4 (Professional Year) 

 ED 4427

 ED 4206

 ED 4391

 ED 402T/403T

 ED 5001

Fall - Semester 5 

• ED 404T

Winter - Semester 6 

 ED 2051

 ED 3151

 ED 3212

 ED 3566

 ED 3574

 ED 4381
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Appendix 6.  Courses Maintained/Not Changed Within Bachelor of Education 

(Primary/Elementary) as a First Degree  

Fall - Semester 1 
• Human Kinetics and Recreation 2001
• 6 credit hours in non-Education courses

Winter – Semester 2 
 6 credit hours in non-Education courses

Fall - Semester 3 (Professional Year, Semester 1) 
• ED 3050
• ED 3273
• ED 3322

Winter - Semester 4 (Professional Year, Semester 2) 
 ED 3120
 ED 3131
 ED 3962



Memorial University of Newfoundland 
Undergraduate Calendar Change Proposal Form 

Cover Page 
LIST OF CHANGES 
Indicate the Calendar change(s) being proposed by checking and completing as 
appropriate: 
 New course(s):
X   Amended or deleted course(s):
 New program(s):
 Amended or deleted program(s):
 New, amended or deleted Glossary of Terms Used in the Calendar entries
 New, amended or deleted Admission/Readmission to the University

(Undergraduate) regulations
 New, amended or deleted General Academic Regulations (Undergraduate)
 New, amended or deleted Faculty, School or Departmental regulations
 Other:

ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORIZATION 
By signing below, you are confirming that the attached Calendar changes have obtained 
all necessary Faculty/School approvals, and that the costs, if any, associated with these 
changes can be met from within the existing budget allocation or authorized new 
funding for the appropriate academic unit. 

Signature of Dean/Vice-President: ________________________________ 

Date: ________________________________ 

Date of approval by Faculty/Academic Council: ________________________________ 

Agenda item # 4.2 



Memorial University of Newfoundland 
Undergraduate Calendar Change Proposal Form 

Senate Summary Page for Courses 
COURSE NUMBER AND TITLE 
ED 3630 Nature and Characteristics of Learning Disabilities 

REVISED COURSE NUMBER AND TITLE 
ED 4531 Specific Learning Disorders 
ED 4530 will be deleted from the Bachelor of Special Education 

RATIONALE 

With the publication of DSM–5 in 2013, the exceptionality of learning disability was 
replaced with learning disorder to reflect new research developments and clinical 
issues; e.g., questionable validity of the IQ-achievement discrepancy that had formed 
the major diagnostic criterion for diagnosing learning disability. This discrepancy is not 
used in the identification of students with learning disorders.  

In addition, the proposed changes to ED 3630 course calendar description integrate 
major components of ED 4530: Inclusive Practices for Students with ED 3630 Specific 
Learning Disorders (SE) course calendar description. This integration prevents any 
redundancies across ED 3630 and ED 4530 and enables more meaningful and 
authentic learning by combining the theoretical nature of ED 3630 (theoretical 
understanding of the nature and characteristics of specific learning disorders) with the 
practical nature of ED 4530 (specific teaching methods and strategies, interventions, 
use of assistive technology and programming practices) for the population of  K- 12 
students with learning disorders.   

CALENDAR CHANGES 

3630 Nature and Characteristics of Learning Disabilities (SE) examines our 
theoretical understanding of the nature and characteristics of specific learning disorders. 
It discusses contemporary understandings and current research and relates such 
information to practice. It investigates specific teaching methods, use of assistive 
technology and instructional technology, and programming practices as they pertain to 
reading, writing, mathematics, social skills, and metacognitive skills for students with 
identified specific learning disorders. 



CR: the former ED 3231 

CALENDAR ENTRY AFTER CHANGES 

3630 examines our theoretical understanding of the nature and characteristics of specific 
learning disorders. It discusses contemporary understandings and current research and 
relates such information to practice. It investigates specific teaching methods, use of 
assistive technology and instructional technology, and programming practices as they 
pertain to reading, writing, mathematics, social skills, and metacognitive skills for students 
with identified specific learning disorders. 
CR: the former ED 3231 
PR: ED 4240 (or the former ED 3220 or ED 3230) 

9.9 Bachelor of Special Education 
This program is currently under review. For more information contact the Office of Academic Programs. 

• The full or part-time Bachelor of Special Education requires the completion of the Memorial
University of Newfoundland Bachelor of Education Degree Primary and/or Elementary, Music
Education, or Intermediate/Secondary, or another Education degree deemed appropriate by the
Faculty of Education.

• In addition a student must complete a further 36 credit hours as outlined below in Table 12
Bachelor of Special Education.

• A limited number of courses are available through distance education. A student must comply with
the University's Regulations for a Second Degree as outlined in the University
Regulations section of the Calendar.

• 
Table 12 Bachelor of Special Education 

Required 
Education 
Courses 

Elective Education Courses 

• ED 3040
• ED 3600
• ED 3610
• ED 3620
• ED 3630
• ED 4531
• ED 3650

• 18 credit hours chosen from:
ED 3640, 3660, 3680, 3690, 3941, 4505, 4510, 4515, 4520, 4530, 4540, 4541, 4543

SECONDARY CALENDAR CHANGES: N/A 

https://www.mun.ca/educ/about/contact/academicPrograms.php
https://www.mun.ca/regoff/calendar/sectionNo=EDUC-0352#EDUC-1775
https://www.mun.ca/regoff/calendar/sectionNo=EDUC-0352#EDUC-1775
https://www.mun.ca/regoff/calendar/sectionNo=REGS-0508#REGS-0521
https://www.mun.ca/regoff/calendar/sectionNo=REGS-0000
https://www.mun.ca/regoff/calendar/sectionNo=REGS-0000
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Indicate the Calendar change(s) being proposed by checking and completing as 
appropriate: 
 New course(s): 
X   Amended or deleted course(s): 
 New program(s): 
 Amended or deleted program(s): 
 New, amended or deleted Glossary of Terms Used in the Calendar entries 
 New, amended or deleted Admission/Readmission to the University 

(Undergraduate) regulations 
 New, amended or deleted General Academic Regulations (Undergraduate) 
 New, amended or deleted Faculty, School or Departmental regulations 
 Other: 

 
ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORIZATION 
By signing below, you are confirming that the attached Calendar changes have obtained 
all necessary Faculty/School approvals, and that the costs, if any, associated with these 
changes can be met from within the existing budget allocation or authorized new 
funding for the appropriate academic unit. 
 
 
Signature of Dean/Vice-President:  ________________________________ 
 
 
Date:       ________________________________ 
 
 
Date of approval by Faculty/Academic Council: ________________________________ 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Memorial University of Newfoundland 
Undergraduate Calendar Change Proposal Form 

Senate Summary Page for Courses 
COURSE NUMBER AND TITLE 
ED 3630 Nature and Characteristics of Learning Disabilities 

REVISED COURSE NUMBER AND TITLE 
ED 4531 Specific Learning Disorders 
ED 4530 will be deleted from the Bachelor of Special Education 

RATIONALE 

With the publication of DSM–5 in 2013, the exceptionality of learning disability was 
replaced with learning disorder to reflect new research developments and clinical 
issues; e.g., questionable validity of the IQ-achievement discrepancy that had formed 
the major diagnostic criterion for diagnosing learning disability. This discrepancy is not 
used in the identification of students with learning disorders.  

In addition, the proposed changes to ED 3630 course calendar description integrate 
major components of ED 4530: Inclusive Practices for Students with ED 3630 Specific 
Learning Disorders (SE) course calendar description. This integration prevents any 
redundancies across ED 3630 and ED 4530 and enables more meaningful and 
authentic learning by combining the theoretical nature of ED 3630 (theoretical 
understanding of the nature and characteristics of specific learning disorders) with the 
practical nature of ED 4530 (specific teaching methods and strategies, interventions, , 
use of assistive technology and programming practices) for the population of  K- 12 
students with learning disorders.   

CALENDAR CHANGES 

3630 Nature and Characteristics of Learning Disabilities (SE) examines our 
theoretical understanding of the nature and characteristics of specific learning disorders. 
It discusses contemporary understandings and current research  and relates such 
information to practice. It investigates specific teaching methods, use of assistive 
technology and instructional technology, and programming practices as they pertain to 
reading, writing, mathematics, social skills, and metacognitive skills for students with 
identified specific learning disorders. 



CR: the former ED 3231 
 
CALENDAR ENTRY AFTER CHANGES  
 

4531 examines our theoretical understanding of the nature and characteristics of specific 
learning disorders. It discusses contemporary understandings and current research and 
relates such information to practice. It investigates specific teaching methods, use of 
assistive technology and instructional technology, and programming practices as they 
pertain to reading, writing, mathematics, social skills, and metacognitive skills for students 
with identified specific learning disorders.  
CR: the former ED 3231 
PR: ED 4240 (or the former ED 3220 or ED 3230)  

 

 

9.9 Bachelor of Special Education 
This program is currently under review. For more information contact the Office of Academic Programs. 

• The full or part-time Bachelor of Special Education requires the completion of the Memorial 
University of Newfoundland Bachelor of Education Degree Primary and/or Elementary, Music 
Education, or Intermediate/Secondary, or another Education degree deemed appropriate by the 
Faculty of Education. 

• In addition a student must complete a further 36 credit hours as outlined below in Table 12 
Bachelor of Special Education. 

• A limited number of courses are available through distance education. A student must comply with 
the University's Regulations for a Second Degree as outlined in the University 
Regulations section of the Calendar. 

•  

Table 12 Bachelor of Special Education 
Required 
Education 
Courses 

Elective Education Courses 

• ED 3040 
• ED 3600 
• ED 3610 
• ED 3620 
• ED 3630 
• ED 4531 
• ED 3650  

• 18 credit hours chosen from: 
ED 3640, 3660, 3680, 3690, 3941, 4505, 4510, 4515, 4520, 4530, 4540, 4541, 4543 

 

 

 

SECONDARY CALENDAR CHANGES: N/A 
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https://www.mun.ca/regoff/calendar/sectionNo=EDUC-0352#EDUC-1775
https://www.mun.ca/regoff/calendar/sectionNo=EDUC-0352#EDUC-1775
https://www.mun.ca/regoff/calendar/sectionNo=REGS-0508#REGS-0521
https://www.mun.ca/regoff/calendar/sectionNo=REGS-0000
https://www.mun.ca/regoff/calendar/sectionNo=REGS-0000
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Education  4531: Specific Learning Disorders 
 
 
Instructor:  Gabrielle Young, PhD 
Email:  gabrielle.young@mun.ca (accessible via e-mail through course shell) 
Office:   ED 5030 
Telephone:  709-864-4413 
Office Hours:  By appointment (on-site or online) 
Class Time:  Asynchronous Online Delivery 
Location:   Brightspace 
 

 
 
Calendar Description 
 
This course examines our theoretical understanding of the nature and characteristics of specific 
learning disorders. It discusses contemporary understandings and current research and relates 
such information to practice. It investigates specific teaching methods, use of assistive 
technology and instructional technology, and programming practices as they pertain to reading, 
writing, mathematics, social skills, and metacognitive skills for students with identified specific 
learning disorders. 
PR: ED 4240, or the former ED 3220 or ED 3230 
 
Course Overview 
 
Topics are organized in five modules, each taking approximately two weeks. 
 
Module 1: Identification and Assessment 
Module 2: Reading 
Module 3: Writing 
Module 4: Mathematics 
Module 5: Accompanying Social, Emotional, and Behavioural Challenges 
 
 
 
Course Objectives 
 
Upon completing this course, students will have developed: 

• an understanding of the field of learning disabilities particularly in relation to educational 
strategies for teaching students with specific learning disorders. 

mailto:gabrielle.young@mun.ca
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• familiarity with teaching methods and practices as they pertain to reading, writing,
language and math as well as emerging trends in educational programming for students
with specific learning disorders.

• an awareness of the importance of early identification of specific learning disorders as
well as an appreciation for how it might manifest in a comprehensive assessment;

• greater sensitivity to the secondary characteristics of specific learning disorders on
children and their families; and

• an ability to apply theory to practice, using the Newfoundland model as an example.

Module 1 - Identification and Assessment 

This module will enable students to: 
• Understand changes in special education, the categories of learning disabilities, and

neuroscience and the brain.
• Describe how to obtain assessment information, uses of assessment information, and

response-to-intervention (RTI), and individualized education program (IEP).
• Explain comprehensive evaluation and testing and accountability.
• Explain clinical teaching, task analysis, and differentiated instruction
• Describe how to build self-esteem and motivation and present examples of how to

provide technology in the classroom
• Explain collaboration partnerships between general education and special education

teachers and how a student’s learning disabilities affect families and parents

Module 2 - Reading 

This module will enable students to: 
• Discuss the importance of the early years and strategies for working with young children

in general education.
• Describe developmental indicators of problems in young children, the impact of motor on

development and learning, and perceptual development in young children.
• Discuss early childhood programs and practices, outline the steps in assessing young

children, and early intervention strategies.
• Explain theories describing the consequences of reading difficulties and reading

strategies for the general education classroom.
• List the elements of reading and explain the connection between reading and writing
• Discuss literature-based approaches to teaching reading and methods to assess reading.
• Describe teaching strategies to improve reading difficulties, word recognition, word

fluency, reading comprehension, and assistive technology to promote reading.

Module 3 - Writing 

This module will enable students to: 
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• Describe the characteristics of adolescents with learning problems, and effective
inclusionary strategies at the secondary level including transition plans and learning
strategies instruction.

• Describe the characteristics of postsecondary programs and adults with learning
problems.

• Explain theories describing written language difficulties and strategies for teaching
spelling and improving written language difficulties in the general education classroom.

Module 4 – Mathematics 

This module will enable students to: 
• Explain theories describing mathematics difficulties and compare students with

mathematics difficulties and those with mathematics learning disabilities.
• Describe characteristics of students with mathematics learning disabilities at the

elementary and secondary level.
• Describe theories for teaching mathematics, how to assess mathematics achievement, and

teaching strategies to improve mathematics difficulties in inclusive classrooms.
• Describe teaching principles for students with mathematics disabilities, activities for

teaching mathematics, and the use of technology for teaching mathematics.

Module 5 - Accompanying Social, Emotional, and Behavioural Challenges 

This module will enable students to: 
• Explain theories of learning and the importance of developmental psychology,

behavioural psychology, cognitive psychology, cognitive learning theories, and learning
strategies instruction.

• Articulate social, emotional, and behavioural challenges, and discuss how they are
observed and are related.

• Discuss social challenges faced by students and provide examples of why social skills are
important, and how emotional challenges interfere with academic learning.

• Explain the behavioural challenges that result in school suspension and the need for
positive behavioural supports to keep students in school

• Explain strategies for: improving social competencies; students with emotional
challenges, including strategies for self-esteem; students with behavioural challenges,
including the importance of behaviour intervention plans; behaviour management
including contracting, reinforcement, cognitive behaviour modification and time out.

• Describe the characteristics of Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD),
treatments for ADHD, and methods for teaching students with ADHD.
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Class Format 
 
Your class format is asynchronous online, meaning that there are no specific meeting times. But 
keep in mind that you will need to be online and engaging multiple times each week. To succeed, 
you will need a consistently high level of critically-oriented engagement with readings, viewings, 
and activities on a regular basis. Class questions need to be asked in the online course so that all 
course participants have access to the same information. The exception to this is if you have a 
confidential inquiry, which should be quite rare, and sent by email. Readings and viewings are 
critical and foundational to meeting course objectives and should never be ignored or thought of 
as optional. 
 
Expectations 
 

• Be prepared, engage regularly and fully, and complete your readings. All readings, 
including your textbook, are mandatory and important for your learning. 

• Active participation in all class activities, and all components of group activities (note: it 
is assumed that normally all students will receive the same grades in group work unless 
otherwise indicated). 

• APA formatting (7th ed.) used in all written assignments (formal and informal), including 
activities which also must be cited and referenced using literature that informed your 
postings) (e.g., citations, references, 12 point font, double spacing).  

 
Course Readings and Resources 
 
Required Textbook 
Lerner, J. W., & Johns, B. H. (2015). Learning disabilities and related disabilities: Strategies for 

success (13th edition). Cengage Learning. 
 
Collection of Articles 
A collection of articles, presenting Canadian practice and models for each course module, can be 
accessed via the web through the MUN library. There is a link under the Getting Started section 
of this course called the Library Services Page. Please use this link to get information on how to 
access all reserve readings. There is a heavy reading load in this course, in part because it covers 
such a broad area and there is so much published in the field. 
 
Instructor's Notes 
Each module begins with a brief introduction to the topics outlined by the course instructor. The 
intention is to briefly introduce students to the readings that have been selected and guide their 
studying in that section of the course. The textbook, the prescribed readings and the websites 
have been carefully selected to ensure a comprehensive and contemporary coverage of the 
content. The instructor will not duplicate this information in the notes but rather underscore key 
points and prepare the reader for a thorough exploration of the theoretical backdrop to this 
section of the course. Subsequently, students should begin each module by reading this section 
first. 
 
 

https://online.mun.ca/d2l/common/dialogs/quickLink/quickLink.d2l?ou=269587&type=content&rcode=MUN_CDLI_P-742186
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Website Links 
There is much literature on the web surrounding specific learning disorders and students are 
encouraged to familiarize themselves with various websites in the area of learning disabilities 
(LD). Students should check various websites for information before they enter the discussion 
forums. Students are encouraged to search the web for sites that might prove helpful and should 
share their findings with the class and instructor. 
 
Course Website 
The course website is the focal point of this course. The online material is offered to you in an 
online learning environment that offers a number of features that you will be using throughout 
the course, including navigation features and the Discussions tool. The schedule and instructor 
notes will direct you to the discussion forum or to other features of the course shell as they are 
required. The course website is a very important online resource. 
 
You will notice that the discussion feature has been divided into two sections, one for 
discussions with your professor and a second section for discussions with your classmates.  
 
The Announcement room is set for you the instructor to post announcements to the full class. 
You should check this regularly. The Raise your hand rooms are set for you to ask questions to 
the professor relating to the content in that module. 
 
The Writing Center 
http://www.mun.ca/writingcentre/ 
MUN has an excellent online support service to students who are completing writing 
assignments. The Writing Center is especially good at helping you become familiar with 
American Psychological Association (APA) style and should be used to ensure that your 
submissions are in proper format. Given the availability of this service, the instructor will be 
rather strict on adherence to APA style. 
 
Indigenous Statement 
I respectfully acknowledge that Memorial University is located on the ancestral homelands of 
the Beothuk, and that the island of Newfoundland is the ancestral homelands of the Mi'kmaq 
and Beothuk. I also recognize the Inuit of Nunatsiavut and NunatuKavut and the Innu of 
Nitassinan, and their ancestors, as the original peoples of Labrador.  
 
  

http://www.mun.ca/writingcentre/
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Evaluation 

Component  Due Date Value 
Exam 1 – Modules 1, 2 & 3  Week 7 20% 
Exam 2 – Modules 4 & 5 Week 11 20% 
Online Quizzes – Modules 1 - 5 Ongoing – 5 in total  25% 
Group Project  Choice of topic / deadline 

Presenting Project 25% 
Participation  

Moderating Discussion Forum 5% 
Participating in Discussion Forum 5% 

Memorial University of Newfoundland is committed to ensuring an environment of 
understanding and respect for the dignity and worth of each student and also to supporting 
inclusive education based on the principles of equity, accessibility and collaboration. For more 
information on Memorial University's commitment to accommodation of students with 
disabilities, see http://www.mun.ca/policy/site/policy.php?id=239 

Exams (40%) 
2 exams – 20% each 

1. Exam 1 (modules 1, 2 & 3) Week 7 - to be scheduled by CITL
2. Exam 2 (modules 4 & 5) Week 11 - to be scheduled by CITL

Both exams will primarily consist of short answer questions that are based on the text, the 
readings and the video/audio clips used in the course. The first exam will cover Modules 1, 2 and 
3, while the second will cover modules 4 and 5. Both exams will be invigilated by CITL and you 
will be notified of the time and place. Each exam is 90 minutes in length. As this is theory driven 
course covers a lot of detailed information and technical concepts on a very diverse field, and as 
such, it will require significant study and reflection. 

Online Quizzes (25%) 
5 quizzes – 5% each 
Online quizzes will consist of multiple-choice questions that are based on the text, the readings 
and the video/audio clips used in the course. There is an online quiz associated with each 
module.   

Group Project (35%) 
Staff in-service 
Students will be randomly assigned to small groups (4-6 students) by the instructor and in your 
small group you must select a focus area (e.g., specific learning disabilities in reading, writing, 
math, or social and emotional learning) for which you must develop a one hour staff in-service 
for a large K-12 school.  

As this assignment attempts to bridge you from theory to practice, the thrust of your presentation 
is to take a concept in the literature on programming for students with specific learning disorders 
and in-service your staff on it. You must display strong understanding of the concept, awareness 

https://webmail.mun.ca/util/go.php?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.mun.ca%2Fpolicy%2Fsite%2Fpolicy.php%3Fid%3D239&Horde=d3e19175a9045b94a5c05c3bf2070caa
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of how it informs the field of teaching and the work of K-12 educators and provide resources for 
teachers to learn more about the concept. You will have to simulate a real-life in-service, so that 
anyone taking this presentation can follow it.  

Powerpoint, or an accessible presentation software, should be used as the delivery mode and 
notes/comments can be inserted into the appropriate section. All references should be listed and a 
reference list (APA format) should be at the end of the presentation. You cannot use more than 
30 slides in total, but you can attach a Word document containing "Resources for Educators", as 
a handout. As topics vary it is difficult to be definitive about sections that should be included but 
you certainly should include topics such as: definitions, literature review, references, 
implications for students with specific learning disorders (in reading, writing, math, or social 
emotional learning), implications for your classroom, implications for your school, opportunities 
for collaboration, etc. As these suggestions imply, the goal is for you to ignite awareness and 
skill in regular classroom teachers - in working with students who have specific learning 
disorders. Identify strategies and/or suitable programs in your focus area (e.g., reading, writing, 
math or social and emotional learning). Describe these strategies and programs and how they 
would be delivered. Choose a general instructional strategy and describe practical information 
about the strategy. Describe how the strategy works and address how it can be used to facilitate 
the inclusion of students with specific learning disorders. Your handout can provide practical 
information on the strategy and demonstrates how it facilitates inclusion.  Students will be 
evaluated on the information contained in the handout, as well as their presentations. 

PowerPoints should begin with a title page, naming the group members and the topic. The 
second slide should be an agenda and the final one should be references. APA format should be 
used (where appropriate) throughout the assignment. Each of the group members is expected to 
work collaboratively. If this is the case, all students will receive the same mark. If there are 
problems among the group, you must inform the professor as soon as possible. The course 
material will be a start for you and your presentation must reflect awareness of the topics which 
the course explores, and you may reference the text and/or readings. However, it is expected that 
you will conduct additional research in preparing this assignment. The deadline for submission 
of the group assignment (online) will be dependent on the selected topic (specific learning 
disorders in reading, writing, math, or social and emotional learning) and must be submitted 
according to their respective submission dates (Modules 2, 3, 4, or 5). The project will be graded 
as if I am sitting in the staff room as you deliver it. Is this informative, comprehensive and 
practical to my work as a teacher and for students who have LD? Is it professionally prepared? 
Does it reflect expertise in the field of LD (now that you have finished this course)? 

Participation (10%) 
Moderating Discussion Forum – 5% 
Participating in Discussion Forum – 5% 

Discussion rooms have been organized "with the professor" and "with students". You will be 
expected to participate in both. The Announcement room is where I will post general 
announcements to the class - you should check that regularly. The "Raise your hand" rooms are 
set for you to ask the professor content related questions in each module. It is also a place where 
you can post links or information classmates might be interested in, as it relates to content. 
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The "with students" section is the more typical type of discussion that comes with these web 
courses. There are also rooms for "Reaction to sample assessment" as I have posted a real-life 
assessment at the end of Modules 2-4, for your review. This is what you will be getting as 
teachers. The Cyber Cafe is where you can converse with classmates in privacy. 
 
Students are expected to "participate" in the course by reading and posting in the various rooms. 
You are not asked to write long comments or formally answer questions but there is ample 
opportunity for you to display participation, raise questions, offer reflections, and respond to 
peers. The readings have been selected because of their challenging content, which should get 
you thinking, arguing, reacting, and debating with one another. Voice your opinion, react to that 
of others, challenge thoughts, and inspire ideas. The intention is to open a dialogue where 
students can share their reaction to the content from multiple perspectives that reflect your 
background and focus of study. In order to do this, students need to be thoroughly familiar with 
all readings. This will contribute to discussion on a wide variety of ideas and opinions as you 
explore the blending of theory and practice. 
 
The course instructor will be monitoring your participation and will respond to all discussions 
"with the professor". Direct and specific questions for the instructor should be posted in either 
the "Raise Your Hand" room or the general Announcement section. 
 
Participation grades will be assigned based on student’s moderation of the discussion forum 
pertaining to their selected presentation topic (e.g., specific learning disorder in reading writing, 
math, or social and emotional learning), as well as general participation in each discussion 
forum.  
 
Please do not overwrite, as it will extend the reading requirements in an already heavy course. 
Brevity is an art form that is highly valued! 
 
To facilitate this, I ask each of you to log into the "Introductions" topic area and briefly introduce 
yourself. Outline your background, where you are working, your experience with specific 
learning disorders and your career goals, as they relate to this field. 
 
Description of Grades  
 
(See University Calendar, pp. 71-72: section 6.9.2): 

 
• "A" indicates excellent performance with clear evidence of: 

 
o comprehensive knowledge of the subject matter and principles treated in the course, 
o a high degree of originality and independence of thought, 
o a superior ability to organize and analyze ideas 
o an outstanding ability to communicate. 

 
• "B" indicates good performance with evidence of: 
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o substantial knowledge of the subject matter, 
o a moderate degree of originality and independence of thought, 
o a good ability to organize and analyze ideas 
o an ability to communicate clearly and fluently. 

 
• "C" indicates satisfactory performance with evidence of: 
 

o an acceptable grasp of the subject matter 
o some ability to organize and analyze ideas 
o an ability to communicate adequately. 
 

Students with Disabilities 
 
Students who may need an academic accommodation are asked to initiate the request with the 
Glenn Roy Blundon Centre at the earliest opportunity (www.mun.ca/blundon).  
 
Academic Integrity (University Regulation 6.12) 
 
Students are expected to adhere to those principles which constitute proper academic conduct. A 
student has the responsibility to know which actions, as described under Academic Offences in 
the University Regulations, could be construed as dishonest or improper. Students found guilty 
of an academic offence may be subject to a number of penalties commensurate with the offence 
including reprimand, reduction of grade, probation, suspension or expulsion from the University. 
For more information regarding this policy, students should refer to the University Regulations 
for Academic Misconduct (Section 6.12) in the University Calendar.  
 
 
Indigenous Statement 
 
I respectfully acknowledge that Memorial University is located on the ancestral homelands of 
the Beothuk, and that the island of Newfoundland is the ancestral homelands of the Mi'kmaq 
and Beothuk. I also recognize the Inuit of Nunatsiavut and NunatuKavut and the Innu of 
Nitassinan, and their ancestors, as the original peoples of Labrador.  
 
Course Schedule and Topics 
 

Date Modules Activities and Assignments 
Weeks  
1 - 2 

Module 1 – Identification and Assessment 
Topics: 
Recent changes in special education and 
new issues directions 
Categories of learning disabilities 
Neurosciences and the study of the brain 
Response to intervention (RTI) 
Comprehensive evaluation 
Individualized education program (IEP) 

View: 
Learning Objectives 
Key Concepts 
Instructor's Notes 
Required Readings 
 
Complete: 
Online quiz               
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Clinical teaching 
Differentiated instruction 
Assistive and instructional technology 
Collaboration with educators and parents 

(due end of week 3) 

Weeks  
3 - 4 

Module 2 - Reading 
Topics: 
Early years 
Developmental indicators of problems in 
young children 
Motor development and learning  
Perceptual development 
Assessing young children 
Early childhood programs and practices 
Early intervention strategies 
Spoken language difficulties 
Components of the language system 
Types of language problems 
Early literacy and oral language 
Assessing oral language 
Assistive and instructional technology for 
oral language 
Reading disabilities 
Elements of reading 
Assessing reading 
Strategies to improve word recognition 
Strategies to improve fluency 
Strategies to improve reading 
comprehension 
Assistive and instructional technology for 
reading 

View: 
Learning Objectives 
Key Concepts 
Instructor's Notes 
Required Readings 
 
Complete: 
Online quiz               
(due end of week 5) 
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Weeks  
5 - 6 

Module 3 - Writing 
Topics: 
Adolescents and adults with learning 
disabilities 
Learning strategies instruction 
Written language difficulties 
Written expression 
Spelling 
Handwriting 
Assistive and instructional technology to 
support writing 

View: 
Learning Objectives 
Key Concepts 
Instructor's Notes 
Required Readings 
 
Complete: 
Online quiz               
(due end of week 7) 

Exam 1 on Modules 1 - 3 during week 7 
Weeks  
7 - 8 

Module 4 - Mathematics 
Topics: 
Mathematics learning disabilities 
Using technology for mathematics 
instruction 

View: 
Learning Objectives 
Key Concepts 
Instructor's Notes 
Required Readings 
 
Complete: 
Online quiz               
(due end of week 9) 

Weeks  
9 - 10 

Module 5 – Accompanying Social, Emotional, and Behavioural Challenges 
Topics: 
Developmental psychology 
Behavioural psychology 
Cognitive psychology 
Cognitive learning theories 
Learning strategies instruction 
Social, emotional, and behavioural 
challenges 
Behaviour management strategies 
Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder 
(ADHD) 

View: 
Learning Objectives 
Key Concepts 
Instructor's Notes 
Required Readings 
 
Complete: 
Online quiz               
(due end of week 13) 

Exam 2 on Modules 4 - 5 during week 11 
 
Module discussions will be locked one week after the module ends (except for Module 5).  
Once locked, students will be able to read messages for a particular module but not post.  
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Module 1- Identification and Assessment 
 
Textbook 
Characteristics and Current Directions 
Lerner & Johns (2015) – Chapter 1 
 
Assessment and the Teaching Process 
Lerner & Johns (2015) – Chapter 2, 3, 4 
 
Canadian Research related to Identification and Assessment 
 
Deacon, S.H., Cook, K., &  Parrila, R. (2012). Identifying high-functioning dyslexics: Is self-

report of early reading problems enough?. Ann. of Dyslexia, 62, 120–134. 
 
Janzen, T.M., Saklofske, D.H., & Das, J.P. (2013). Cognitive and reading profiles of two 

samples of Canadian First Nations Children: Comparing two models for identifying 
reading disability. Canadian Journal of School Psychology, 28(4), 323–344  

 
Jime´nez, J.E., Siegel, L.S., O’Shanahand, I., & Ford, L. (2009). The relative roles of IQ and 

cognitive processes in reading disability. Educational Psychology, 29(1), 27–43. 
 
Jime´nez, J.E., de la Cadena, C.G., Siegel, L.S., O’Shanahan, I., & Rodrı´guez, C. (2011). 
Gender ratio and cognitive profiles in dyslexia: A cross-national study. Read Writ, 24, 729–7 
Jones, G., Ostojic, D., Menard, J., Picard, E., & Miller, C. J. (2017). Primary prevention of 

reading failure: Effect of universal peer-tutoring in the early grades. Journal of 
Educational Research, 110, 171-176. 

 
Low, P., Jonczak, E.E., Schmutz, K.M., Siegel, L.S., & Beaulieu, C. (2011). Brain anatomy, 

processing speed, and reading in school-age children. Developmental Neuropsychology, 
36(7), 828–846 

 
 
Partanen, M., &  Siegel, L.S. (2014). Long-term outcome of the early identification and 

intervention of reading disabilities. Read Writ, 27, 665–684  
 
Sanchez-Bloom, J., Garcia-Barrera, M. A., Miller, C. J., Miller, S. R., & Hynd, G. W. (2013).  

Planum temporale morphology in children with developmental dyslexia. 
Neuropsychologia, 51(9), 1684-1692. 

 
Sprenger-Charolles, L. &  Siegel, L.S. (2013). Reading acquisition and dyslexia in languages 

varying in orthographic depth: From behavior to brain. The International Dyslexia 
Association Perspectives on Language and Literacy, 2013, 23-31. 

 
Steacy, L. M., Kirby, J. R., Parrila, R. & Compton, D. L. (2014). Classification of Double Deficit 

groups across time: An analysis of group stability from kindergarten to second grade. 
Scientific Studies of Reading, 18, 255-273. 
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Module 2 - Reading 

 
Textbook 
Young Children with Disabilities  
Lerner & Johns (2015) – Chapter 8 

 
Oral Language:  Listening and Speaking 
Lerner & Johns (2015) – Chapter 11 

 
Reading 
Lerner & Johns (2015) – Chapter 12 

 
Canadian Research related to Phonological Processing 
 
Desroches, A.S., Newman, R.L., Robertson, E.K., & Joanisse, M.F. (2013). Electrophysiological 

indices of phonological impairments in dyslexia. Journal of Speech, Language, & 
Hearing Research, 56, 250-264. 

 
Krenca, K., Gottardo, A., Geva, E., & Chen, X. (2020). English phonological specificity predicts 

early French reading difficulty in emerging bilingual children. Annals of Dyslexia, 70, 27-
42. 

 
Krenca, K., Segers, E., Chen, X., Shakory, S., Steele, J., & Verhoeven, L. (2020). Phonological 

specificity relates to phonological awareness and reading ability in English-French 
bilingual children Reading and Writing, 33, 267–291. 

 
Landerl, K., Freudenthaler, H. H., Heene, M., de Jong, P. F., Desrochers, A., Manolitsis, G., 

Parrila, R., & Georgiou, G. (2019). Phonological awareness and rapid automatized 
naming as longitudinal predictors of reading in five alphabetic orthographies with varying 
degrees of consistency. Scientific Studies of Reading, 23(3), 220–234. 

 
Marinova-todd, S.H., Zhao, J., & Bernhardt, M. (2010). Phonological awareness skills in the two 

languages of Mandarin-English bilingual children. Clinical Linguistics & Phonetics, 
24(4–5), 387–400. 

 
Penney, C. G, Drover, J., & Dyck, C. (2009). Phonological processing deficits and the 

acquisition of the alphabetic principle in a severely delayed reader: A case study. 
Dyslexia, 15, 263-281. 

 
Sprenger, L., Siegel, L.S.,  Jime´nez, J.E., and Ziegler, J.C. (2011). Prevalence and reliability of 

phonological surface and mixed profiles in dyslexia: A review of studies conducted in 
languages varying in orthographic depth. Scientific Studies of Reading, 15(6), 498–521. 

 
Wade-Woolley, L. (2016). Prosodic and phonemic awareness in children’s reading of long and 

short words. Read Writ, 29, 371–382. 
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Canadian Research related to Rapid Automatic Naming 
 
Al Dahhan, N. Z., Kirby, J. R., Brien, D. C. & Munoz, D. P. (2017). Eye movements and 

articulation times during a letter naming speed task: Children with and without dyslexia. 
Journal of Learning Disabilities, 50(3), 275-285. 

 
Al Dahhan, N., Georgiou, G., K., Hung, R., Munoz, D., Parrila, R., & Kirby, J. R. (2014). Eye-

movements of university students with and without reading difficulties during naming 
speed tasks. Annals of Dyslexia, 64, 137–150. 

 
Al Dahhan, N. Z., Kirby, J. R., & Munoz, D. P. (2016). Understanding reading and reading 

difficulties: Bridging the gaps between neuroscience, cognition, and education. ERA 
Open, 2(4), 1–15. 

 
Georgiou, G. K., Parrila, R., Manolitsis, G., & Kirby, J. R. (2011). Examining the importance of 

assessing Rapid Automatized Naming (RAN) speed for the identification of children 
with reading disabilities. Learning Disabilities: A Contemporary Journal, 9(2), 5-26. 

 
Canadian Research related to Reading Comprehension 
Lipka, O., & Siegel, L.S. (2012). The development of reading comprehension skills. Read Writ, 

25, 1873–1898. 
 

Module 3 – Writing 
 
Textbook  
Adolescents and Adults with Learning Disabilities  
Lerner & Johns (2015) – Chapter 9 

 
Written Language Difficulties 
Lerner & Johns (2015) – Chapter 13 

 
Canadian Research related to Reading and Writing 
 
Abbott, R., Mickail, T., Richards, T., Renninger, A., Hidi, S. E., Beers, S., & Berninger, V. 

(2017). Understanding interest and self-efficacy in the reading and writing of students 
with persisting specific learning disabilities during middle childhood and early 
adolescence. International Journal of Educational Methodology, 3(1), 41-64.  

 
Abu-Rabia, S., Shakkour, H.W., &  Siegel, L.S. (2013). Cognitive Retroactive Transfer (CRT) of 

Language Skills. Bilingual Research Journal, 36, 61–81. 
 
Corkett, J. K., Hatt, B. E., & Benevides, T. (2011). Student and teacher self-efficacy and the 

connection to reading and writing. Canadian Journal of Education, 34(1), 65-98. 
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Iannacci, L & Graham, B. (2010). Intersections between and understandings of literacy and 
disability in a B.Ed program: Discourses, tensions and curriculum. Language and 
Literacy: A Canadian Educational E- journa,12 (2), 52-70. 

 
Milford, T., & Harrison, G.L. (2010). Using the PLEASE Strategy with a struggling middle 

school writer with a disability. Intervention in School and Clinic, 45(5), 326-332. 
 

Module 4 – Mathematics 
 
Textbook  
Mathematics Difficulties 
Lerner & Johns (2015) – Chapter 14 
 
Canadian Research Related to Mathematics 
 
Arsalidou, M., Pawliz-Leva, M., Sadeghi, M., & Pascual-Leone, J. (2018). Brain areas associated 

with numbers and calculations in children: Meta-analyses of fMRI studies. Dev Cogn 
Neurosci, 239-250. doi: 10.1016/j.dcn.2017.08.002 

 
Maureen, A., McQuarrie, M.M.A., Siegel, L.S., Perry, N.E., & Weinberg, J. (2014). Reactivity to 

stress and the cognitive components of math disability in grade 1 children. Journal of 
Learning Disabilities, 47(4), 349–365. 

 
Reid, M., Reid, S., & Hewitt, J. (2018). Nervous about numbers: Math content knowledge and 

math anxiety in preservice education. Master of teaching research journal, Inaugural Issue, 
1-18. 

 
Robinson, K.M., & LeFevre, J. (2012). The inverse relations between multiplication and 

division: Concepts, procedures, and a cognitive framework. Educ Stud Math, 79, 409-
428. 

 
Schroeder, M. A., Drefs, M. A., & Zwiers, M. (2020). Comparing math LD diagnostic rates 

obtained using LDAC and DSM-5 criteria: Implications for the field. Canadian Journal 
of School Psychology,, 35(3), 175–196. 

 
Vukovic, R.K., Lesaux, N.K. &   Siegel, L.S. (2010). The mathematics skills of children with 

reading difficulties. Learning and Individual Differences, 20(6), 639-643. 
 
Vukovic, R.K., &  S. Siegel, L.S. (2010). Academic and cognitive characteristics of persistent 

mathematics difficulty from first through fourth grade. Learning Disabilities Research & 
Practice, 25(1), 25–38. 

 
Module 5 - Accompanying Social, Emotional, and Behavioural Challenges 

 
Textbook 
Theories of Learning 
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Lerner & Johns (2015) – Chapter 5 
 
Social, Emotional, and Behavioural Challenges 
Lerner & Johns (2015) – Chapter 6 
 
Related Disabilities  
Lerner & Johns (2015) – Chapter 7 
Canadian Research related to Mental Health and Social and Emotional Learning 
 
Climie, E.A. (2015). Canadian children’s mental health: Building capacity in school-based 

intervention. Intervention in School and Clinic, 51(2), 122-125. 
 
Fukushima-Flores, M., & Miller, L. (2011). FRIENDS Parent Project: Effectiveness of parent 

training in reducing parent anxiety in a universal prevention program for symptoms in 
school children. Behaviour Change, 28(2), 57-74  

 
Miller, L., Short, C., Garland, E.J., & Clark, S. (2010). The ABCs of CBT: Evidence-based 

approaches to child anxiety in public school settings. Journal of Counseling & 
Development, 88, 432-439. 

 
Miller, L.D., Gold, S., Laye-Gindhu, A., Martinez, Y.J., Martinez, M., & Waechtler, V. (2011). 

Transporting a school-based intervention for social anxiety in Canadian adolescents. 
Canadian Journal of Behavioural Science, 43(4), 287-296. 

 
Miller, L.D., Laye-Gindhu, A., Bennett, J.L., Liu, Y., Gold, S., March, J.S., Olson, B.F., & 

Waechtler, V.E. (2011). An effectiveness study of a culturally enriched school-based 
CBT anxiety prevention program. Journal of Clinical Child & Adolescent Psychology, 
40(4), 618–629. 

 
Miller, L.D., Laye-Gindhu, A., Liu, Y., March, J.S., Thordarson, D.S., & Garland, J.E. (2011). 

Evaluation of a preventive intervention for child anxiety in two randomized attention-
control school trials. Behaviour Research and Therapy, 49, 315-323 

 
Milligan, K., Badali, P., & Spiroiu, F. (2015). Using Mindfulness Martial Arts to address self-

regulation challenges in youth with learning disabilities: A qualitative exploration. 
Journal of Child and Family Studies, 24, 562-575. 

 
Milligan, K., Miscio-Wolfe, M., Irwin, A., Hamilton, L., Mintz, L., Cox, M., Gage, M., Woon, 

S., & Phillips, M. (2016). Mindfulness enhances use of secondary control strategies in 
high school students at risk for mental health challenges. Mindfulness, 7, 219-227. 

 
Wilson, A. M., Armstrong, C. D., Furrie, A., & Walcot, E. (2009). The mental health of 

Canadians with self-reported learning disabilities. Journal of Learning Disabilities, 
42(24), 24-40. 
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COURSE NUMBER AND TITLE 
No course number and title; new course  
 
REVISED COURSE NUMBER AND TITLE 
ED 3670 Responding to Diversity  
 
RATIONALE 
This course meets need for focused, indepth study and examination of theories, 
principles and applications of universal design for learning (UDL), response to 
intervention and differentiated instruction in supporting teaching and learning and the s 
social and academic inclusion of diverse learners. The often over-looked connection 
between individualized assessment and programming and these inclusive frameworks 
are examined. Needed self-reflection on the possible impact of UDL, response to 
intervention, and differentiated instruction on teaching and learning is provided.  
The course introduces the often-neglected topic of responding to the diversity of 
indigenous people and ways to connect aboriginal education with frameworks to support 
inclusive instructional practice.    
 
 
CALENDAR CHANGES 
 
9.9 Bachelor of Special Education 
This program is currently under review. For more information contact the Office of Academic Programs. 

• The full or part-time Bachelor of Special Education requires the completion of the Memorial 
University of Newfoundland Bachelor of Education Degree Primary and/or Elementary, Music 
Education, or Intermediate/Secondary, or another Education degree deemed appropriate by the 
Faculty of Education. 

• In addition a student must complete a further 36 credit hours as outlined below in Table 12 
Bachelor of Special Education. 

• A limited number of courses are available through distance education. A student must comply with 
the University's Regulations for a Second Degree as outlined in the University 
Regulations section of the Calendar. 

Table 12 Bachelor of Special Education 
Required 
Education 
Courses 

Elective Education Courses 

• ED 3040 
• ED 3600 
• ED 3610 
• ED 3620 
• ED 4531 

• 15 credit hours chosen from: 
ED 3640, 3660, 3680, 3690, 3941, 4505, 4510, 4515, 4520, 4530, 4540, 4541, 4543 

https://www.mun.ca/educ/about/contact/academicPrograms.php
https://www.mun.ca/regoff/calendar/sectionNo=EDUC-0352#EDUC-1775
https://www.mun.ca/regoff/calendar/sectionNo=EDUC-0352#EDUC-1775
https://www.mun.ca/regoff/calendar/sectionNo=REGS-0508#REGS-0521
https://www.mun.ca/regoff/calendar/sectionNo=REGS-0000
https://www.mun.ca/regoff/calendar/sectionNo=REGS-0000


• ED 3650 
• ED 3670 

 
 
 
 
 
 
CALENDAR ENTRY AFTER CHANGES 
  
Addresses universal design for learning, response to intervention, and differentiated 
instruction. It explores how universal design for learning can support diversity through 
the implementation of strategies to support social and emotional learning and inclusive 
instructional practice.  The course examines how response to intervention strategies 
provides inclusive instructional practice (Tier 1), and individualized assessment and 
programming (Tier 2 and 3).  

PR:  ED 4240 or the former ED 3220 or ED 3230 
 
 
 



 
 

ED 3670: Responding to Diversity 
 
 

 
Instructor:  Gabrielle Young, PhD 
Email:  gabrielle.young@mun.ca (accessible via e-mail through course shell) 
Office:   ED 5030 
Telephone:  709-864-4413 
Office Hours:  By appointment (on-site or online) 
Class Time:  Asynchronous Online Delivery 
Location:   Brightspace 
 

 
 
Calendar Description 
 
Responding to Diversity addresses universal design for learning, response to intervention, and 
differentiated instruction. It explores how universal design for learning can support diversity 
through the implementation of strategies to support social and emotional learning and inclusive 
instructional practice.  The course examines how response to intervention strategies provides 
inclusive instructional practice (Tier 1), and individualized assessment and programming (Tier 2 
and 3). 
PR:  ED4240 or the former ED 3220 or ED 3230 
 
 
Course Overview  
 
Responding to Diversity provides educators with a sound understanding of universal design for 
learning, response to intervention, and differentiated instruction. The course addresses insights in 
brain research to explore how universal design for learning can support diversity through the 
implementation of strategies to support social and emotional learning and inclusive instructional 
practice. Students are provided with the opportunity to explore the guiding principles of 
Universal Design for Learning, namely, engagement, representation, and action and expression, 
and how they apply to their own teaching practice. Emphasis is placed on how Response to 
Intervention can be used to support inclusive instructional practice through the provision of a 
tiered system of interventions. Students will be provided with an in-depth exploration of 
strategies to support inclusive instructional practice (Tier 1), and individualized assessment and 
programming (Tier 2 and 3). Students will also be provided with the opportunity to explore 
concepts surrounding collaborative teaching practices, types of assessment and how they inform 
individual education plans, and strategies to support students with mild to moderate disabilities. 

mailto:gabrielle.young@mun.ca


The course concludes by addressing strategies to support social and emotional learning and 
education for reconciliation. 
 
  
 
Course Objectives 
 
Topics are organized in six modules, each taking approximately two weeks. 
Module 1: Universal Design for Learning – A Framework for Responding to Diversity 
Module 2: RTI Tier 1 – Supporting Inclusive Instructional Practice 
Module 3: RTI Tier 2 and 3 – Individualized Assessment 
Module 4: RTI Tier 2 and 3 – Individualized Programming 
Module 5: Social and Emotional Learning 
Module 6: Education for Reconciliation 
 
Upon completing each module, students will have developed: 

• Module 1 - an understanding of social and academic inclusion/exclusion, inclusive 
education, and Universal Design for Learning 

• Module 2 - an understanding of Response to Intervention; service delivery model; and 
collaborative teaching skills and concepts, with an emphasis on co-teaching. 

• Module 3 - an understanding of curriculum-based assessment and normed/standardized 
assessment; issues surrounding file review (basal levels, ceiling levels, confidence 
intervals, raw scores); and diagnosis and remediation (functional behaviour assessments 
and individual education plans) 

• Module 4 - an understanding of specific learning disorders, attention deficit hyperactivity 
disorder, mild to moderate behaviour disorders, mild to moderate intellectual disabilities, 
and emotional and behavioural disorders 

• Module 5 - an understanding of social and emotional learning 
• Module 6 - an introduction to programming and education for reconciliation 

 
Upon completing this course, students will have developed: 

• an understanding of social and academic inclusion / exclusion, inclusive education, and 
Universal Design for Learning 

• an understanding of Response to Intervention, service delivery models, and collaborative 
teaching skills 

• an understanding of curriculum-based assessment and normed / standardized assessment, 
issues surrounding file review, and diagnosis and remediation 

• an understanding of specific learning disorders, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, 
mild to moderate behaviour disorders, mild to moderate intellectual disabilities, and 
emotional and behavioural disorders 

• an understanding of social and emotional learning 
• an introduction to programming and education for reconciliation 

 
 
 
 



Instructional Approach 
 
Class Format 
Your class format is asynchronous online, meaning that there are no specific meeting times. But 
keep in mind that you will need to be online and engaging multiple times each week. To succeed, 
you will need a consistently high level of critically-oriented engagement with readings, viewings, 
and activities on a regular basis. Class questions need to be asked in the online course so that all 
course participants have access to the same information. The exception to this is if you have a 
confidential inquiry, which should be quite rare, and sent by email. Readings and viewings are 
critical and foundational to meeting course objectives and should never be ignored or thought of 
as optional. If you would like to have a Webex (or other platform) discussion about a project, 
that is easily arranged. 
 
Expectations 

• Be prepared, engage regularly and fully, and complete your readings. All readings, are 
mandatory and important for your learning. 

• Active participation in all class activities, and all components of group activities (note: it 
is assumed that normally all students will receive the same grades in group work unless 
otherwise indicated). 

• APA formatting (7th ed.) used in all written assignments (formal and informal), including 
activities which also must be cited and referenced using literature that informed your 
postings) (e.g., citations, references, 12 point font, double spacing).  

 
How to Succeed in this Course 
 
Course Website 
The course website is the focal point of this course. The online material is offered to you in an 
online learning environment that offers a number of features that you will be using throughout 
the course, including navigation features and the Discussions tool. The schedule and instructor 
notes will direct you to the discussion forum or to other features of the course shell as they are 
required. The course website is a very important online resource. 
You will notice that the discussion feature has been divided into two sections, one for 
discussions with your professor and a second section for discussions with your classmates.  
The Announcement room is set for your instructor to post announcements to the full class. You 
should check this regularly. The Raise Your Hand rooms are set for you to ask questions to the 
professor relating to the content in that module. 
 
Instructor's Notes 
Each module begins with a brief introduction to the topics outlined by the course instructor. The 
intention is to briefly introduce students to the readings that have been selected and guide their 
studying in that section of the course. The prescribed readings and the websites have been 
carefully selected to ensure a comprehensive and contemporary coverage of the content. The 
instructor will not duplicate this information in the notes but rather underscore key points and 
prepare the reader for a thorough exploration of the theoretical backdrop to this section of the 
course. Subsequently, students should begin each module by reading this section first. 
 



Collection of Articles 
A collection of articles is included and can be accessed via the web through the MUN library. 
There is a link under the Getting Started section of this course called the Library Services Page. 
Please use this link to get information on how to access any and all reserve readings. 
 
Website Links 
There is much literature on the web surrounding universal design for learning (UDL) and 
students are encouraged to familiarize themselves with the CAST website (https://www.cast.org) 
and become familiar with the UDL guidelines (https://udlguidelines.cast.org). Students should 
become familiar with the CAST website and the Universal Design for Learning Guidelines 
before they enter the discussion forums. Students are encouraged to search the web for sites that 
might prove helpful and should share their findings with the class and instructor. 
 
The Writing Center 
http://www.mun.ca/writingcentre/ 
MUN has an excellent online support service to students who are completing writing 
assignments. The Writing Center is especially good at helping you become familiar with 
American Psychological Association (APA) style and should be used to ensure that your 
submissions are in proper format. Given the availability of this service, the instructor will be 
rather strict on adherence to APA style. 
 
Learning Objectives 
 
Module Students will demonstrate an 

understanding of… 
Through… 

1: Universal Design 
for Learning – A 
Framework for 
Responding to 
Diversity 

Social and academic inclusion / 
exclusion, inclusive education, and 
Universal Design for Learning  
 
Students will develop an 
understanding of Universal Design 
for Learning (UDL) through: 
Making a connection between the 
concepts of Universal Design in 
architecture and UDL. 
Adopting or strengthening a 
mindset that says disability is in 
the design, not in the learner. 
Understanding UDL core concepts. 
Exploring the UDL guidelines and 
associated brain networks. 
 
Students will further develop their 
UDL practices and approaches / 
philosophy. 

Students will evaluate where they 
are in their teaching practice with 
regard to the infusion of UDL 
guidelines through: 
Analyzing classroom practices 
for evidence of UDL. 
Applying the UDL guidelines to 
their own context. 
Planning for infusing UDL into 
their own practice. 
 
Students will: 
Examine the CAST website and 
how the UDL guidelines can be 
used to support diversity. 
Analyze a Video for evidence of 
UDL and barriers 
Use the Looking for 
UDL protocol with a past/future 
assignment 
Explore the following Padlet 

https://online.mun.ca/d2l/common/dialogs/quickLink/quickLink.d2l?ou=269587&type=content&rcode=MUN_CDLI_P-742186
http://www.mun.ca/writingcentre/
https://padlet.com/CASTUDL/LookingForUDL
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bwot812eN4N5X2Q5TDN5Y0dib1k/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bwot812eN4N5X2Q5TDN5Y0dib1k/view?usp=sharing


resources:  
Engagement 
Representation 
Action & Expression  
Learn about another FAQ 

2: RTI Tier 1 – 
Supporting 
Inclusive 
Instructional 
Practice 

Response to Intervention, 
collaborative teaching skills and 
concepts, and co-teaching  

Reading and reflecting upon how 
response to intervention can 
facilitate early identification and 
remediation. 
Describing the benefits and 
challenges associated with 
various models of co-teaching.  

3: RTI Tier 2 and 3 
– Individualized 
Assessment 

Curriculum-based assessment, 
normed / standardized assessment, 
issues surrounding file review 
(basal levels, ceiling levels, 
confidence intervals, raw scores), 
diagnosis and remediation 
(functional behaviour assessments 
and individual education plans)  

Reviewing data from a 
standardized assessment used to 
inform diagnosis. 
Developing an individual 
education plan. 
Becoming familiar with a 
functional behaviour assessment. 

4: RTI Tier 2 and 3 
– Individualized 
Programming 

Specific learning disorders, 
attention deficit hyperactivity 
disorder, mild to moderate 
behaviour disorders, mild to 
moderate intellectual disabilities, 
emotional and behavioural 
disorders  

Reviewing a case study, to 
develop a presentation on an area 
of identified exceptionality and 
how the UDL guidelines can be 
used to support the focus on the 
student’s  areas of strengths and 
needs within an inclusive 
learning environment. 
Reviewing and commenting on 
peer presentations.  

5: Social and 
Emotional 
Learning 

Social and emotional learning  Reading about social and 
emotional learning and exploring 
the work of CASEL on their 
website. 
Learning about neurology, 
trauma, well-being, and mental 
health in our schools and 
exploring school-based mental 
health services and programs.  
Reviewing classroom-based 
programming for social-
emotional learning, the use of 
class meetings, and other 
strategies to support mental 
health literacy and support well-
being. 

https://padlet.com/CASTUDL/Engagement
http://padlet.com/castudl/representation
http://padlet.com/castudl/actionandexpression
https://padlet.com/CASTUDL/FAQs


Exploring the MindUp Program. 
6: Education for 
Reconciliation 

Programming and education for 
reconciliation 

Learning how Aboriginal 
education relates to Universal 
Design for Learning. 
Exploring programming and 
education for reconciliation. 

 
Course Resources 
 
Textbook 
There is no required text for this course.  
 
Other Resources 
The course is organized in six modules, which have assigned readings and websites to review. 
 
Websites 
http://udlguidelines.cast.org 
https://padlet.com/CASTUDL/LookingForUDL 
https://padlet.com/CASTUDL/Engagement 
https://padlet.com/CASTUDL/Representation 
https://padlet.com/CASTUDL/ActionAndExpression 
https://padlet.com/CASTUDL/FAQs 
 
Evaluation Breakdown and Descriptions 
 
Evaluation Breakdown 
 

1. Learning activities - 25% (5 activities worth 5 marks each) 
2. Group Presentation Project – 25% 
3. Participation – 10% (moderating the discussion 5%; participating in the discussion 5%) 
4. Assignment 1 – 20% 
5. Assignment 2 – 20% 

 
Evaluation Descriptions 
 
Learning activities (throughout the semester) - 25% 
 

• Complete 5 learning activities (in 5 out of 6 modules) - 5% each 
 
Group Presentation Project - 25% 
 
Please select one of the following case studies:  

• Liam: A case study of a 12 year old boy with a learning disability 
• Kelsey: A case study of a 12 year old girl with ADHD 
• Austin: A case study of a 6 year old boy with autism 
• Emma: A case study of a 16 year old girl with a mild intellectual disability 

http://udlguidelines.cast.org/
https://padlet.com/CASTUDL/LookingForUDL
https://padlet.com/CASTUDL/Engagement
https://padlet.com/CASTUDL/Representation
https://padlet.com/CASTUDL/ActionAndExpression
https://padlet.com/CASTUDL/FAQs


You will be assigned to a small group (4-6 students) based on your selected case study. In your 
small group, respond to prompts embedded within your case study.  
 
Powerpoint, or an accessible presentation software, should be used as the delivery mode and 
notes/comments can be inserted into the appropriate section. All references should be listed, and 
a reference list (APA format) should be at the end of the presentation. You cannot use more than 
30 slides in total, but you can attach a Word document containing "Resources for Educators", as 
a handout. As topics vary it is difficult to be definitive about sections that should be included but 
you certainly should include topics such as: definitions, literature review addressing the proposed 
inclusive teaching strategy or programming intervention, references, implications for students 
with exceptionalities, implications for your classroom, implications for your school, and 
opportunities for collaboration. 
 
As these suggestions imply, the goal is for you to ignite awareness and skill in regular classroom 
teachers – in supporting students with exceptionalities in universally designed classrooms. 
Identify strategies and/or suitable programs that would support the learner in your selected case 
study. Describe these strategies and programs and how they would be delivered. Choose a 
general instructional strategy and describe practical information about the strategy. Describe 
how the strategy works and address how it can be used to facilitate the inclusion of students with 
exceptionalities. Your handout can provide practical information on the strategy and 
demonstrates how it facilitates inclusion. Students will be evaluated on the information contained 
in the handout, as well as their presentations. 
 
PowerPoints should begin with a title page, naming the group members and the topic. The 
second slide should be an agenda and the final one should be references. APA format should be 
used (where appropriate) throughout the assignment. Each of the group members is expected to 
work collaboratively. If this is the case, all students will receive the same mark. If there are 
problems among the group, you must inform the professor as soon as possible. The course 
material will be a start for you and your presentation must reflect awareness of the topics which 
the course explores. However, it is expected that you will conduct additional research in 
preparing this assignment. The deadline for submission of the group assignment (online) will be 
dependent on the selected topic (Liam a 12 year old boy with a specific learning disorder and 
Kelsey a 12 year old girl with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder – Module 3; Austin a 6 year 
old boy with Autism Spectrum Disorder and Emma a 16 year old girl with a mild intellectual 
disability – Module 4) and must be submitted according to their respective submission dates 
(Modules 3 or 4). The project will be graded as if I am sitting in the staff room as you deliver it. 
Is this informative, comprehensive, and practical to my work as a teacher? Is it professionally 
prepared? Does it reflect expertise in the field? 
 
 
Participation - 10% 

• Moderating the discussion - 5% 
• Participating in the discussion - 5% 

 
 



Discussion rooms have been organized "with the professor" and "with students". You will be 
expected to participate in both. The Announcement room is where I will post general 
announcements to the class - you should check that regularly. The "Raise your hand" rooms are 
set for you to ask the professor content related questions in each module. It is also a place where 
you can post links or information classmates might be interested in, as it relates to content. 
 
The "with students" section is the more typical type of discussion that comes with these web 
courses. The Cyber Cafe is where you can converse with classmates in privacy. 
 
Students are expected to "participate" in the course by reading and posting in the various rooms. 
You are not asked to write long comments or formally answer questions but there is ample 
opportunity for you to display participation, raise questions, offer reflections, and respond to 
peers. The readings have been selected because of their challenging content, which should get 
you thinking, arguing, reacting, and debating with one another. Voice your opinion, react to that 
of others, challenge thoughts, and inspire ideas. The intention is to open a dialogue where 
students can share their reaction to the content from multiple perspectives that reflect your 
background and focus of study. To do this, students need to be thoroughly familiar with all 
readings. This will contribute to discussion on a wide variety of ideas and opinions as you 
explore the blending of theory and practice. 
 
The course instructor will be monitoring your participation and will respond to all discussions 
"with the professor". Direct and specific questions for the instructor should be posted in either 
the "Raise Your Hand" room or the general Announcement section. 
 
Participation grades will be assigned based on student’s moderation of the discussion forum 
pertaining to their selected presentation topic as well as general participation in each discussion 
forum. 
 
 
Assignment 1 - 20% 
 
Universal Design for Learning – A Framework for Responding to Diversity 

- Learn about the UDL Guidelines and how to provide multiple means of engagement, 
representation, and action and expression. Discuss three (3) of the provided reflection 
questions. 

- Learn about UDL-aligned strategies for supporting engagement, representation, and 
action and expression. Discuss how you would use three (3) UDL-aligned strategies in 
your own teaching practice. 

- Analyze a Video for evidence of UDL and barriers 
- Use the Looking for UDL protocol with a past/future assignment 
- Explore the following Padlet resources:  

o Engagement 
o Representation 
o Action & Expression  

- Learn about another FAQ 
 



Assignment 2 - 20% 
(Students can complete Option A or B) 
 
Option A 
 
Create a lesson that enables students to demonstrate their ability to: identify their emotions and 
ways they can manage them; create a personal definition of well-being and plans for maintaining 
it; articulate strategies for creating positive thoughts and reducing stress and cortisol; or show 
compassion and demonstrate support for anyone struggling with well-being.  
 
Website: 
Teenmentalhealth.org 
 
Lesson plan examples: 
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/extra/lessons-plans/nobel-prize-medicine-honors-discoveries-

cells-move-cargo-neuroscience-lesson-plan/ 
https://www.educationworld.com/a_lesson/lesson-plan-managing-feelings.shtml 
 
Option B 
Address how you would respond to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s Calls to Action. 
 
Elementary-School Teachers 
Address how you would: 

• Instill in all students an appreciation for diversity, Indigenous culture and history, and 
Indigenous contributions to Canada past and present. 

• Engage students in learning about Indigenous peoples in ways that build respect, 
understanding, and empathy. 

• Introduce treaty education to students, so that they understand we have a partnership that 
needs to be honoured and hasn’t always been. 

• Create a trauma-informed learning environment – a classroom in which students feel 
safe, develop self-worth and a sense of belonging, and are supported when mental issues 
arise. 

• Create a classroom that reflects a worldview in which community and interdependence 
are of equal value to the individual and independence. 

 
High-School Teachers 
Address how you would: 

• Engage students in deep conversations and reflections about issues related to diversity, 
Indigenous culture and history (including the residential schools), and Indigenous 
contributions to Canada past and present. 

• Engage students in learning about Indigenous peoples in ways that build respect, 
understanding, and empathy. 

• Connect treaty education and Indigenous perspectives across curricula, so students 
understand we have a partnership that needs to be honoured and Indigenous peoples have 
something to offer all Canadians moving forward. 

https://www.pbs.org/newshour/extra/lessons-plans/nobel-prize-medicine-honors-discoveries-cells-move-cargo-neuroscience-lesson-plan/
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/extra/lessons-plans/nobel-prize-medicine-honors-discoveries-cells-move-cargo-neuroscience-lesson-plan/
https://www.educationworld.com/a_lesson/lesson-plan-managing-feelings.shtml


• Create a trauma-informed learning environment – a classroom in which students feel 
safe, develop self-worth and a sense of belonging, and are supported when mental issues 
arise. 

• Create a classroom that reflects a worldview in which community and interdependence 
are of equal value to the individual and independence. 

 
 
Students with Disabilities 
 
Students who may need an academic accommodation are asked to initiate the request with the 
Glenn Roy Blundon Centre at the earliest opportunity (www.mun.ca/blundon).  
 
Academic Integrity (University Regulation 6.12) 
 
Students are expected to adhere to those principles which constitute proper academic conduct. A 
student has the responsibility to know which actions, as described under Academic Offences in 
the University Regulations, could be construed as dishonest or improper. Students found guilty 
of an academic offence may be subject to a number of penalties commensurate with the offence 
including reprimand, reduction of grade, probation, suspension or expulsion from the University. 
For more information regarding this policy, students should refer to the University Regulations 
for Academic Misconduct (Section 6.12) in the University Calendar.  
 
Indigenous Statement 
 
I respectfully acknowledge that Memorial University is located on the ancestral homelands of 
the Beothuk, and that the island of Newfoundland is the ancestral homelands of the Mi'kmaq 
and Beothuk. I also recognize the Inuit of Nunatsiavut and NunatuKavut and the Innu of 
Nitassinan, and their ancestors, as the original peoples of Labrador.  
 
 
Description of Grades  
 
(See University Calendar, pp. 71-72: section 6.9.2): 

 
• "A" indicates excellent performance with clear evidence of: 

 
o comprehensive knowledge of the subject matter and principles treated in the course, 
o a high degree of originality and independence of thought, 
o a superior ability to organize and analyze ideas, and 
o an outstanding ability to communicate. 

 
• "B" indicates good performance with evidence of: 

 
o substantial knowledge of the subject matter, 
o a moderate degree of originality and independence of thought, 
o a good ability to organize and analyze ideas, and 



o an ability to communicate clearly and fluently. 
 

• "C" indicates satisfactory performance with evidence of: 
 

o an acceptable grasp of the subject matter, 
o some ability to organize and analyze ideas, and 
o an ability to communicate adequately. 

 
Course Schedule and Topics 
 

Date Key Terms and 
Concepts 

Essential Understandings 

Module 1: Universal Design for Learning – A Framework for Responding to Diversity 
Weeks 
1 – 2 

Social inclusion, 
exclusion 
Academic inclusion, 
academic exclusion 
Inclusive Education 
Universal Design for 
Learning 

 

Module 2: RTI Tier 1 – Supporting Inclusive Instructional Practice 
Week 

3 
Response to 
Intervention (RTI) 
Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3 
Service Delivery 
Models 

 

The role of the resource teacher in an inclusive system is that 
of collaborator and teacher leader.  
Response to intervention is a systematic approach to service 
delivery for inclusive education.  

- All students should receive the bulk of their education 
in Tier 1 – in the general education classroom as 
delivered by a general education teacher or co-
teaching term. 

- With Tier 2 interventions for some students, teachers 
strategize and target specific skills, concepts, or 
behaviours but in the regular classroom and for short 
periods of time.  

- Tier 3 interventions should be implemented only after 
Tier 1 and Tier 2 resources have been attempted. With 
these interventions, teachers provide intensive, 
multidisciplinary supports for students with 
significant needs in their classroom to the greatest 
extent possible.  

 
Week 

4 
RTI Tier 1 – Supporting Inclusive Instructional Practice 

Collaborative skills 
and concepts 

- Consultation, 
collaboration, 
and coaching 

The role of resource teacher is that of collaborator and 
teacher-leader.  
The role of educational assistants is to facilitate the social and 
academic engagement of all students.                  



- Co-teaching 
 

Universal design recognizes that environments may 
disabling. 

Module 3: RTI Tier 2 and 3 – Individualized Assessment 
Week 
5 – 6 

Curriculum-based 
assessment 
Normed/standardized 
assessment 

Level A tests are the educational assessments used in the 
classrooms, such as curriculum-based assessments, 
interviews, surveys, and individual conferences.  
Level B or C tests are the normed/standardized educational 
assessments administered by specialists. 
 
Most interventions at the Tier 2 level are intended to support 
small groups of students with similar needs. Supplemental 
interventions for a set period of time focused on developing 
specific skills could take place within our outside the general 
education classroom. In Tier 2, the main purpose for 
monitoring progress is to determine whether the interventions 
are successful in helping the selected students learn at an 
appropriate rate. Regular assessments should take place to 
determine when a student might no longer require extra 
interventions, or when the interventions need to be changed, 
or when a student might be identified for Tier 3 intervention. 
 
Tier 3 intervention should be designed to intensify and 
individualize the programs, strategies, and procedures in 
order to supplement or enhance Tier 1 and Tier 2 supports. 
When Tier 3 interventions do not lead to success for the 
student, the team should consider that the student could 
possibly have a specific learning disorder. Guided by the 
results of a comprehensive evaluation, the teachers should 
establish initial goals, through an individual education plan 
(IEP), and ways of monitoring progress on an ongoing basis 
to direct the teaching process.  

 Gathering Information and Building Learning Profiles 
Week 
5 – 6 

File review  
Remediation 

Assessment follows a process where educators examine what 
they already know, and then plan assessments to confirm or 
reject this information and fill in any gaps to give a full 
picture of a student’s learning profile.  
Specific assessments allow educators to get detailed 
information about students’ strengths and challenges.  

 Gathering Information for Levels A and B Assessment 
Week 
5 – 6 

Basal levels 
Ceiling levels 
Confidence intervals 
Raw scores 

Level A assessments are flexible and creative.  
Level B assessments require a standardized protocol for 
administering them and scoring them. 
 
Level B tests must be administered according to the 
procedures set out in the publisher’s manual for a particular 
test because students’ scores are compared with the scores of 



other students who took the test under the same conditions. 
All tests are administered one-on-one with oral instructions.  
 
It is important to gather assessment data from multiple 
sources, namely: student’s files with past history and data; 
students’ work samples; interviews, surveys and curricular 
assessments; and Level A and B assessments of ability and 
achievement. 

 Functional Behaviour Assessment and Building Behaviour Profiles 
Week 
7 – 8 

Functional behaviour 
assessment 
Communicative 
behaviour 
Setting events 
Antecedents 

Behaviour can be externalizing or internalizing, and both can 
lead to emotional, social, and learning difficulties for 
students.  
Students exhibit challenging behaviour as a means, conscious 
or unconscious, of communicating their needs. 
Assessing a student’s behaviour as an expression of needs 
requires the teacher to recognize that behaviour is triggered 
by antecedents and reinforced by consequences. A teacher’s 
response to challenging behaviour may reinforce the 
behaviour. 

 Individualized Programming 
Week 
7 – 8 

Individual education 
plan 
Strengths-based 
approach 
 

An individual education plan should outline the goals and 
strategies for helping the student be successful in their 
classroom.  
 
In Tier 2, educators use small-group interventions or 
individual interventions of short duration aimed at success in 
the classroom. When these are unsuccessful, and the student 
requires the Tier 3 interventions of individualized 
programming, a team approach is used to support the writing 
of an individual education plan. Policies require that 
classroom teachers, resource teachers, principals, and parents 
be involved in the individual education planning process. An 
individual education plan must be carefully planned to ensure 
that a student’s strengths are developed. 

 Understanding Diagnosis 
Weeks 
7 – 8 

Specific learning 
disorder 
Ability and 
achievement gaps 

Students who have a specific learning disorder are identified 
by a gap between their reasoning ability and their 
achievement. 
Families go through a grieving process when informed that 
their child has a disability, and the stages of grief take time 
and compassion to resolve. 

Module 4: RTI Tier 2 and 3 – Individualized Programming 
 Including Students with Mild to Moderate Disabilities 

Week 
9 

Specific learning 
disorders 

Students with high-incidence have invisible disabilities that 
are evidenced by learning, emotional, social, and behavioural 
challenges.  



Attention deficit 
hyperactivity 
disorder 
Mild to moderate 
behaviour disorders 
Mild to moderate 
intellectual 
disabilities 
Emotional and 
behavioural 
disorders 

Students with mild to moderate disabilities can most often 
have their educational needs met within the inclusive 
classroom through universally designed instruction and 
attention to social and emotional needs. 
Remediation programs that are short-term, intensive, and 
provide the knowledge and skills students need to be 
successful in their classrooms are aligned with the principles 
of universal design for learning.  
Students with mild to moderate disabilities should not need a 
modified program. They are capable of learning most or all of 
the curriculum, with some support. 

 Including Students with Significant Disabilities 
Week 

10 
Same task, different 
goal 
Access to general 
curriculum 

Social inclusion requires that all students play valued roles 
within a community and develop a sense of belonging.  
Students who have significant disabilities have typically been 
viewed through the lens of social inclusion, with little to no 
thought to academic inclusion.  
Students come to school to learn. While academic goals may 
be different, there should be academic goals for all students.  

 Including Students who are Gifted 
Week 

11 
Divergent thinking 
Clustering 

Educators define giftedness based on IQ and 
motivation/achievement. 
Asynchrony may be present in gifted children and youth. 
Gifted children are an at-risk population, and one of the least-
served populations of students with exceptional needs.  

Module 5: Social and Emotional Learning 
Week 

12 
Social and emotional 
learning 
Mental health and 
well-being 
School-based mental 
health services and 
programs 
Classroom-based 
programming for 
social-emotional 
learning 
Mental-health 
literacy 
Class meetings 
Strategies for well-
being 

Social and emotional learning focuses on developing social 
and emotional competence.  
Stress in school often presents as challenging behaviour, 
withdrawal, avoidance, truancy, and anxiety. 
Our emotions regulate learning and memory. Trauma affects 
brain function. 
Despite early exposure to an environment of risk, brain 
pathways retain their plasticity, so an enriched environment 
in later years can promote well-being. 
Preventative programming can affect students’ emotional 
resilience and well-being.  
Mental health literacy can be defined as the knowledge, 
beliefs and abilities that enable the recognition, management 
or prevention of mental health problems. 
Class meetings teach students the skills of problem solving in 
social situations and involve students in their learning 
community. 
Strategies are used to cope with feelings, but not deny or 
numb them. 
Stress affects our breathing. 



We take in sensory information, unconsciously, which affects 
our mood. Students should be mindful of what is underlying 
their thoughts and behaviours. 
Bibliotherapy refers to the use of books to help people solve 
problems. 
Emotion regulation helps students learn that all feelings are 
normal and acceptable, but how you think about them, and 
the situation, will control the response. 
Exercise affects mood because exercise causes the release of 
endorphins – brain chemicals that lift mood – and because 
exercise supports physical health and fitness 
There are several ways we can check in with students to see 
how they are doing. 

Module 6: Education for Reconciliation 
Week 

13 
Aboriginal education 
and Universal 
Design for Learning 
Programming and 
Education for 
Reconciliation 

 

Graduation rates for Aboriginal youth across the country 
remain significantly lower than those of non-Aboriginal 
students.  
There is a need for some specific programming related to 
Indigenous peoples, the history of Canada’s relations with 
Indigenous peoples, and the treaties. It is critical that this 
programming be done with all students and by all teachers. 
Reconciliation begins by acknowledging what happened, 
recognizing our role in it (as colonizers, and people who 
benefited from the stealing of the land and the settlement 
since), and apologizing. 
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COURSE NUMBER AND TITLE 
 
3680  Inclusive Practices for Students with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) (SE)  
 
 
REVISED COURSE NUMBER AND TITLE 
 
3680 Therapeutic Interventions for Students with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) in 
Educational Settings 
 
 
RATIONALE 
 
3680 offers an updated course that: i) provides greater emphasis on enabling special 
education resource teachers to develop knowledge and skills to support students with 
ASD in inclusive settings; ii) develops the mentor role of  special education resource 
teachers to support classroom teachers within inclusive classroom settings; iii) explores 
ways to identify and meet the needs of individuals with ASD beyond the classroom to 
include home and community; iv) broadens the concept of family to include not only 
parents but other adults and family members; v) emphasizes current research to include 
educational, psychological, social, and cultural issues. 
 
CALENDAR CHANGES 
 
3680  Therapeutic Interventions for Students with Autism Spectrum Disorder 
(ASD) in Educational Settings (SE) (SE)  is intended to provide special education 
resource teachers with an in-depth knowledge of the unique characteristics and learning 
needs of children and adolescents with autism spectrum disorders (ASDs). Education 
3680 will present worthwhile strategies to accommodate the special learning needs of 
individuals with ASD enabling special education resource teachers to support classroom teachers 
within the inclusive classroom setting. The course considers current research related to a range of 
educational, psychological, social, and cultural issues. 
 
 
CALENDAR ENTRY AFTER CHANGES 
 
3680 Therapeutic Interventions for Students with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) in 
Educational Settings (SE) is intended to provide special education resource teachers with an in-
depth knowledge of the unique characteristics and learning needs of children and adolescents 
with autism spectrum disorders (ASDs). Education 3680 will present worthwhile strategies to 



accommodate the special learning needs of individuals with ASD enabling special education 
resource teachers to support classroom teachers within the inclusive classroom setting. The 
course considers current research related to a range of educational, psychological, social, and 
cultural issues. 
PR: ED 4240 or the former ED 3220 or ED 3230 
 
 
 
SECONDARY CALENDAR CHANGES:  N/A 
 



 
 

Education 3680  
THERAPEUTIC INTERVENTIONS FOR STUDENTS WITH ASD  

IN EDUCATIONAL SETTINGS 
 

Instructor:    Dr. Kimberly Maich 
Email:   kmaich@mun.ca  
Office:   ED 3056 
Telephone:   (709) 864-4793  
Office Hours: BY APPOINTMENT  
Website:        https://www.mun.ca/educ/facultyStaff/kMaich.php 
Class Time:    ASYNCHRONOUS ONLINE  
Location:  BRIGHTSPACE 
 

 
 
Calendar Description 
 
This course is intended to provide special education resource teachers with an in-depth 
knowledge of the unique characteristics and learning needs of children and adolescents 
with autism spectrum disorders (ASDs). Education 3680 will present worthwhile 
strategies to accommodate the special learning needs of  individuals with  ASD enabling 
special education resource teachers to support classroom teachers within the inclusive 
classroom setting. The course considers current research related to a range of educational, 
psychological, social, and cultural issues. 
PR 4240 or the former 3220 or 3230 
 
 
 
Course Overview  
 
The purpose of the course is to encourage foundational knowledge into the diverse and 
growing field of autism spectrum disorders within the Canadian content. This course will 
include school-based practice but also examine ASD from historical and life-span 
perspective, so that students will have a thorough context for understanding ASD not 
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only in the classroom and school environments but also beyond these immediate spaces 
and places. 
 
Readings and viewings for this course, are carefully selected to reflect these historic to 
present and childhood to adult perspectives. Subsequently, the majority of the course 
follows a guided reading model, asking you to read and view assigned material by pre-
determined dates so as to ensure you keep pace with your peers (it is not self-paced).  
 
Various activities are included in each course module and your participation in these 
activities will be monitored.  Evaluation will be provided by yourself and your peers. 
These activities will help you to learn, understand, apply, and reflect on topics related to 
ASD. In doing so, this course encourages you to think both broadly and deeply. Module-
end activities—apart from your final, culminating activity—are group activities, 
reflecting the team-based and interdisciplinary nature of how we, in turn, support our 
students with ASD in classrooms and schools. These activities will be submitted for 
instructor evaluation. 
 
Course material is presented in six modules from history, to foundations and 
interventions, to the early years and the school years, then the lifespan context of adults, 
parents, and families, and finally critical issues in the field of ASD.   
  

• Module One:  History 
• Module Two:  Foundations 
• Module Three: Interventions 
• Module Four:  Early Years & School Years 
• Module Five: Adults, Parents, & Families 
• Module Six: Critical Issues 

 
Course Objectives 
 
After completing this course students will: 

• be familiar with characteristics of Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD) as well as 
various health, neurological disorders, and developmental concerns associated 
with ASD. 

• know the historical perspectives and the etiology of Autism Spectrum Disorders. 
• understand social-communication associated with ASD and develop programs to 

enhance social and communication skills. 
• understand the communication issues associated with ASD and program to 

enhance communication. 
• understand the sensory system and accommodate the sensory differences of 

individuals with ASD. 
• examine varied approaches to intervention with a focus on evidence-based 

practice and evidence-based strategies across the lifespan. 
• understand and program for challenging behavior in the school setting. 
• understand the learning profiles of individuals with ASD and program to promote 

academic skills acquisition. 
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• understand the necessity to work collaboratively in developing effective programs 
for individuals diagnosed with ASD. 

• Engage in critical issues in the field of ASD.  
 
Class Format 
 
Your class format is asynchronous online, meaning that there are no specific meeting 
times.  However,keep in mind that you will need to be online and engaging multiple 
times each week. This is definitively not a weekend course. To succeed, you will need a 
consistently high level of critically-oriented engagement with readings, viewings, and 
activities on a regular basis. Class questions need to be asked in the online course so that 
all course participants have access to the same information. The exception to this is if you 
have a confidential inquiry, which should be quite rare, and sent by email. If course-
related questions are asked via email, you will be redirected to the course site. Readings 
and viewings are critical and foundational to meeting course objectives and should never 
be ignored or thought of as optional. Finally, keep in mind that your grades are as-is so 
please avoid emailing your professor to attempt to change them (unless, of course, there 
is a rare calculation error) or posting any disparaging comments in the forums (basic 
netiquitte). If you would like to have a Webex (or other platform) discussion about a 
project, that  will be easily arranged, but not for the purposes of attempting to negotiate 
your grade.  
 
Assignments are never accepted via email or via D2L email.  If they are submitted this 
way they are automatically deleted and your submissions will not be considered for 
grading. 
 
 
Expectations 
 

• Be prepared, engage regularly and fully, and complete your readings. All 
readings, including your textbook, are mandatory and important for your learning. 

• Active participation in all class activities, and all components of group activities.  
*Note: it is assumed that normally all students will receive the same grades in 
group work unless otherwise indicated. 

• APA formatting (7th ed.) used in all written assignments (formal and informal), 
including activities which also must be cited and referenced using literature that 
informed your postings) (e.g., citations, references, 12 point font, double spacing).  

 
 
 
 
Course Readings  
 

• Maich, K., Penney, S., Alves, K., & Hall, C. (2020).  Autism spectrum disorders 
in the Canadian context: An introduction. Canadian Scholars. [e-version available 
through Vital Source] 
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• Students are encouraged to explore the wealth of materials that are available 
online that are related to the individual topics which are the focus of the modules 
in this course. 

Additional readings, viewings, and activities as assigned. Evaluation 
 
See Brightspace for assignment details,  COURSE SCHEDULE, TOPICS  & DUE 
DATES.. 
 

1. GROUP MODULE-END ACTIVITIES (MODULES 1-5): 10% EACH or 
50% (IN TOTAL) 

2. CULMINATING MODULE-END ACTIVITY (MODULE 6): 20%  
3. SELF AND PEER PARTICIPATION EVALUATIONS: 5% EACH or 

30% (IN TOTAL) 
  
Description of Grades  
 
(See University Calendar, pp. 71-72: section 6.9.2): 

 
• "A" indicates excellent performance with clear evidence of: 

 
o comprehensive knowledge of the subject matter and principles treated in the 

course, 
o a high degree of originality and independence of thought, 
o a superior ability to organize and analyze ideas, and 
o an outstanding ability to communicate. 

 
• "B" indicates good performance with evidence of: 

 
o substantial knowledge of the subject matter, 
o a moderate degree of originality and independence of thought, 
o a good ability to organize and analyze ideas, and 
o an ability to communicate clearly and fluently. 

 
• "C" indicates satisfactory performance with evidence of: 
 

o an acceptable grasp of the subject matter, 
o some ability to organize and analyze ideas, and 
o an ability to communicate adequately. 
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Course Schedule & Topics 
 

 
DATES 

 

 
MODULE 
NUMBER 

 

 
MODULE A 

TOPIC 

 
EVALUATION* 

 

 
READINGS & OTHER^ 

SEE BRIGHTSPACE FOR 
ADDITIONAL READINGS 

& VIEWINGS  
[ADD 
DATES] 

MODULE 1 HISTORY -MODULE-END ACTIVITY 
“POPULAR MEDIA 
COMPARISON” [GROUP] 
[10%] 
-SELF & PEER 
PARTICIPATION 
EVALUATIONS [5%] 

• Chapter 1: Brief History 
of ASD (Maich et al, 
2010) 

• Autism’s First Child 
(Donovan & Zuker, 
2010) 

• ASD Among Children & 
Youth (Public Health 
Agency of Canada, 
2018)  

[ADD 
DATES] 

MODULE 2 FOUNDATIONS -MODULE-END ACTIVITY 
“SOMETHING I HAVE 
SEEN”  [10%] [GROUP] 
-SELF & PEER 
PARTICIPATION  
EVALUATIONS [5%] 

• Chapter 2: Foundations 
of ASD (Maich et al, 
2010) 

• National Standards 
Project: Phase 2 
(National Autism 
Centre) 

• Evidence-Based 
Practices for Children, 
Youth, & Young Adults 
with ASD (Wong et al., 
2015) 

• Evidence-Based 
Practices for Individuals 
with ASD (ONTABA, 
2018) 

[ADD 
DATES] 

MODULE 3 
 

INTERVENTIONS -MODULE-END ACTIVITY 
“STRATEGY SELECTION” 
[GROUP] [10%] 
-SELF & PEER 
PARTICIPATION  
EVALUATIONS [5%] 

• Chapter 3: Social 
Communication-Based 
Interventions (Maich et 
al, 2010) 

• Chapter 4: Behaviour-
Based Interventions 
(Maich et al, 2010) 

• Chapter 5: The Sensory 
Domain (Maich et al, 
2010) 

• Module 2 readings 
cont’d  
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*see Brightspace for evaluation details and related grading outlines 
^additional slide decks summarizing each chapter 

 
Indigenous Statement  
 
I respectfully acknowledge that Memorial University is located on the ancestral 
homelands of the Beothuk, and that the island of Newfoundland is the ancestral 
homelands of the Mi'kmaq and Beothuk. I also recognize the Inuit of Nunatsiavut and 
NunatuKavut and the Innu of Nitassinan, and their ancestors, as the original peoples of 
Labrador.  
 

Students with Disabilities 

Students who may need an academic accommodation are asked to initiate the request 
with the Glenn Roy Blundon Centre at the earliest opportunity (www.mun.ca/blundon).  

Academic Integrity (University Regulation 6.12) 

Students are expected to adhere to those principles which constitute proper academic 
conduct. A student has the responsibility to know which actions, as described under 

[ADD 
DATES] 

MODULE 4 EARLY YEARS & 
SCHOOL YEARS 

-MODULE-END ACTIVITY 
“EDUCATION & CARE” 
[GROUP] [10%] 
-SELF & PEER 
PARTICPATION 
EVALUATIONS [5%] 

• Chapter 6: The Early 
Years (Maich et al, 
2010) 

• Chapter 7: The School 
Years (Maich et al, 
2010) 

• Transition to School for 
Learners with ASD 
(APSEA, 2015) 

[ADD 
DATES] 

MODULE 5 ADULTS, 
PARENTS, & 
FAMILIES 

-MODULE-END ACTIVITY 
“LIFE BEYOND SCHOOL” 
[GROUP] [10%] 
-SELF & PEER 
PARTICIPATION 
EVALUATIONS [5%]  

• Chapter 8: The Adult 
Years (Maich et al, 
2010)  

• Chapter 9: Parents & 
Families (Maich et al, 
2010) 

• Autism in Canada 
(Weiss et al., 2014)  

• Levels of Awareness 
(Ulrich & Bauer, 2003) 

[ADD 
DATES] 

MODULE 6 CRITICAL ISSUES -MODULE-END ACTIVITY 
“CASE STORY 
RESPONSE” 
[INDIVIDUAL] [20%] 
-SELF & PEER 
PARTICIPATION 
EVALUATIONS [5%] 

• Chapter 10: Additional 
Critical Issues (Maich et 
al, 2010) 

• Mental Health Literacy 
Guide for Autism (AM-
HeLP, 2021) 
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Academic Offences in the University Regulations, could be construed as dishonest or 
improper. Students found guilty of an academic offence may be subject to a number of 
penalties commensurate with the offence including reprimand, reduction of grade, 
probation, suspension or expulsion from the University. For more information regarding 
this policy, students should refer to the University Regulations for Academic Misconduct 
(Section 6.12) in the University Calendar.  
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COURSE NUMBER AND TITLE 
3690 Collaborative Practice (SE)  
 
 
REVISED COURSE NUMBER AND TITLE 
3690 Collaborative Practice/Monitoring Student Progress 
 
 
 
RATIONALE 
 
This updated ED 3690 calendar course description places less emphasis on our past 
provincial interagency model of collaboration in case planning and proposes a broader 
more current conception of planning to encompass varied collaborative service delivery  
models of case planning.  In addition, parental involvement is expanded to include the 
essential importance of a family-focused approach throughout collaborative practice and 
monitoring of student progress. The importance of collaborative practice in developing 
essential individual education plans (IEPs), and student focused goals and objectives is 
recognized in this calendar description.  As well, the need to monitor student progress 
throughout the collaborative process by utilizing informal and formal means is critical to 
the success of collaborative practice and is included in this updated ED 3690 calendar 
course description.   
 
CALENDAR CHANGES 
 
3690 examines theoretical and practical aspects of collaborative practice within current 
service delivery models of case planning for students with diverse learning needs. 
Emphasis is on exploring issues of power/empowerment, consultation, communication, 
collaboration, conflict resolution/problem-solving, advocacy, monitoring student 
progress through informal and formal means, individual education plans (IEP), and 
developing student focused goals and objectives  Perspectives of parents and families, 
educators, and community resource professionals  are explored through a family-
focussed approach to effective planning in contemporary schools 
 
 
 
CALENDAR ENTRY AFTER CHANGES 
 
3690 examines theoretical and practical aspects of collaborative practice within current 
service delivery models of case planning for students with diverse learning needs. 
Emphasis is on exploring issues of power/empowerment, consultation, communication, 



collaboration, conflict resolution/problem-solving, advocacy, monitoring student 
progress through informal and formal means, individual education plans (IEP), and 
developing student focused goals and objectives. Perspectives of parents and families, 
educators, and community resource professionals are explored through family-focused 
approach to effective planning in contemporary schools.  
PR ED 4240  
 
 
 



 
 

Education 3690 
Collaborative Practice/Monitoring Student Progress 

 
 
Instructor:    Sharon Penney, PhD, R.Psych 
Email:               scpenney@mun.ca (Please email within the course shell) 
Office:   ED 5031 
Telephone:   709-7864-7556  
Office Hours:  BY APPOINTMENT (on-site or online) 
Class Time:     Online Delivery  

 
 
 
Calendar Description  
 
3690 examines theoretical and practical aspects of collaborative practice within current 
service delivery models of case planning for students with diverse learning needs. 
Emphasis is on exploring issues of power/empowerment, consultation, communication, 
collaboration, conflict resolution/problem-solving, advocacy, ,monitoring student 
progress through informal and formal means, individual education plans (IEP), and 
developing student focused goals and objectives. Perspectives of parents and families, 
educators, and community resource professionals are explored through a  family-focused 
approach to effective planning in contemporary schools.  
PR ED 4240  
 
Course Overview  
 

This course is based in teamwork. While some students prefer individual work, this 
course requires that you learn to work as a part of a team.  Some students are reluctant to 
be placed in situations where they are dependent on their classmates to complete tasks; 
however, during this course this is a requirement and a mandatory part of your success in 
the course.  This course provides you with skills in learning to be part of a team and this 
experience will be important when you move into your roles as classroom teachers and/or 
instructional resource teachers. Putting aside your individual achievement needs, learning 
to work with groups, dealing with challenging situations, with people from different 
backgrounds, with individuals who seemingly do not pull their weight, or with people who 
take control, will help you with your transition to the world of work.  

This course will draw on the literature associated with group/team work and assist 
you in understanding the stages that groups/teams move through.  In the counselling 

mailto:scpenney@mun.ca


literature, we draw from the stages of group development (Tuckman, 1965; Tuckman & 
Jensen, 1977) “forming, storming, norming, performing, and adjourning”. The main tasks 
associated with this course will require you to gain knowledge of group/team development 
processes, how to operate as a group/team member, and to consider the tasks (assignments), 
the teams/groups needs, as well as the individual needs of each member of your 
group/team.    

As part of this course you will also learn about working as a team. You will also 
learn to understand when it is appropriate to ask for help from your instructor. You will 
also learn about some of the common pitfalls associated with team work, some of the 
reasons behind these pitfalls, and how to manage pitfalls. Working with your group/team, 
developing appropriate communication skills, and conflict resolution skills, conflict 
management skills will also be a focus. While this course will review co-teaching models 
the focus of the course will be on negotiating the relationships within these models so you 
can work effectively within models of practice currently in place.  

As well as group skills, effective communication skills, conflict 
resolution/management skills will be applied to working within a school context within  
models of practice and with engaging families who have children with diverse learning 
needs. Having parents as partners and valued members of their children’s education team 
and working together for each child and adolescent’s success is the ultimate outcome.   
 
 
Course Readings  
 
Required textbook: 
Knackendoffel, A., Dettmer, P. and Thurston, L.P. (2018). Collaborating, 

Consulting,  and Working in Teams; For Students with Special Needs (8th ed). 
Pearson. eText: ISBN 9780134447704 

 
*PLEASE NOTE: Each module will have additional required readings as well as 
suggested readings and other resources for exploration.  
  
 
 
Course Objectives 
 
Upon completing this course, students will have developed the skills and competencies 
to: 

1. Appraise collaborative school consultation theories and determine their 
application in special/inclusive education and general education contexts.  

2. Evaluate and recognize barriers that inhibit collaborative school consultation.  
3. Demonstrate the ability to work effectively with families and with school teams.  
4. Develop skills in facilitating teams required for effective pre-assessment and 

diagnosis. 
5. Develop skills in the formation of student focused goals and objectives, and 

development of individual education programs (IEP) for diverse learners.  



6. Employ effective communication skills and develop approproriate conflict 
resoluation and conflict management skills.  

7. Relate problem-solving techniques  required in collaboration with professional 
colleagues, parents, and other personnel to provide for diverse learners.  

8. Reflect on  their own attitudes and skills as well as  their  own appreciation and 
understanding of diversity in school-based collaborative practice.  

9. Develop an appreciation for interagency case management and demonstrate the 
ethical responsibilities inherent therein; and 

10. Describe the application of theory to practice, using the models of practice 
currently in use within Canadian schools.  While this course will focus on the 
Newfoundland and Labrador context, students can focus on the practices in place 
within any Canadian context.  

 
This course will be divided into the following 6 modules. Each module will have chapter 
readings from the text as well as additional readings. This may include current research 
and information from websites (for example, we will examine information on current 
models of service delivery operating within Newfoundland and Labrador).   
 
 
Topics & Expectations Include: 
 
Module 1: Foundation and theoretical perspectives of collaborative practice  
After completing this module, you will be able to: 

1. Define processes of collaboration, consultation, and teamwork in the school 
environment. 

2. Outline the underlying theories of group work, collaboration and partnerships 
with families, schools, and other partners working with students with diverse 
needs.  

3. Illustrate factors that motivate educators to collaborate and work as teams. 
4. Describe roles and responsibilities inherent in collaborative school consultation 

endeavors. 
5. Identify historical events in education that have led to collaborative school 

consultation. 
6. Discuss benefits for students and educators from collaboration and teamwork. 
7. Give examples of competencies needed for educators to be effective collaborators 

and team members. This includes working with diverse families including 
Indigenous, LGBTQ2S+, and multicultural families (this is not an exhaustive list).  

 
Module 2: Interpersonal communication and self-reflection   
After completing this module, you will be able to: 

1. Describe challenges in communicating effectively and demonstrate effective 
communication skills working in groups.  

2. Illustrate techniques for conflict management, coping with resistance, and 
defusing anger, negativity, and resistance. 

3. Describe aspects of education that make school personnel vulnerable to stress and 
burnout and suggest stress reduction strategies. 



4. Propose ways of managing time and turf so as to find time for collaboration and 
teaming. 

5. Identify procedures for conducting meetings, interviews, and observations that 
can contribute to success in collaborations and teamwork. 

6. Illustrate ways of managing records and resources efficiently.  
7. Identify ways teachers and other professionals can use self-assessments to 

improve their skills. 
 
Module 3: Working in teams, co-teaching, and group problem solving.  
After completing this module, you will be able to: 

1. Define co-teaching and distinguish it from related concepts (e.g., inclusion, team 
teaching). 

2. Identify approaches for implementing co-teaching, describe examples and 
variations of each, and indicate when each might be instructionally appropriate. 

3. Discuss common administrative and logistical issues that can foster or constrain 
co-teaching. 

4. Analyze the co-teaching challenge of shared planning time and apply realistic 
solutions for addressing it. 

5. Analyze group problem solving as an integral part of professional educators’ 
roles, including the types of problems you may encounter, the importance of 
distinguishing proactive from reactive problem solving, and the conditions under 
which problem solving is worth the effort it requires. 

6. State and carry out with colleagues, other professionals, and parents or family 
members the steps in a systematic group problem-solving process, using 
appropriate strategies to facilitate the process. 

7. Identify situational, individual, and administrative factors that may affect the 
effectiveness of group problem solving. 

 
Module 4: Models of practice  
After completing this module, you will be able to: 

1. Outline the current models of practice currently in use within the school systems 
in which you work and how these models may impact services for students with 
diverse learning needs.  

2. Describe how to prepare and plan for differentiated instruction. 
3. Identify ways the Universal Design for Learning (UDL) framework can be 

applied within the inclusive classroom structures. 
4. Describe the characteristics and needs of  students with disabilities and give 

examples of appropriate curricular adaptations for these students that can be 
developed collaboratively between general classroom and special/inclusive 
educators. 

5. Describe the characteristics and needs of exceptionally able and summarize ways 
collaborative school consultation can address the learning needs of very able and 
talented students through curriculum differentiation, acceleration, and enrichment 

6. Discuss ways teachers in school-based teams work together to deliver a multi-tier 
system of supports for all learners. 



7. Develop goals and objectives based on assessment information and formulate
Individual Education Plans.

Module 5: Families as collaborative partners 
After completing this module, you will be able to: 

1. Describe the historical and current roles of parents and families in the education of
children and youth with diverse learning needs, including the principles of family
systems theory.

2. Analyze special considerations and challenges for families of children with
disabilities at each of the life stages of families.

3. Outline professional roles and responsibilities for interacting with families, taking
into consideration culture and cultural responsiveness as well as other influencing
factors.

4. Identify strategies for promoting family participation in educational decision
making.

5. Explain the rationale for family partnerships and the benefits to students, their
families, teachers, schools, and communities from these partnerships.

6. Describe ways collaborative teachers are moving toward equal partnerships with
families.

7. Provide examples of potential challenges to home and school collaborative
partnerships.

8. Describe ways in which teachers, school staff, and administration engage and
encourage partnerships with families from diverse cultural backgrounds including
indigenous and other culturally diverse families.

Module 6: Working with paraprofessionals and interagency collaboration 
After completing this module, you will be able to: 

1. Explain ways paraeducators (student assistants, teaching and learning assistants)
are partners on the school team.

2. Identify strategies for ongoing communication with paraeducators.
3. Propose useful ways teachers can supervise and direct paraeducators activities.
4. Describe specific actions school teams can do to advocate for students with

disabilities and their families and to support students’ efforts in self-advocacy.
5. Describe how school teams can facilitate communication and coordination among

a variety of educational and community agencies for the diverse needs of students
with learning and behavioral problems.

6. Discuss why collaboration with personnel from various community service
agencies can benefit students who require services beyond the school
environment.

7. Explain how teachers and instructional resource teachers can work with
educational and community organizations to assist children and youth as they
make transitions at critical educational junctures.

Evaluation 



The major evaluation for this course (group assignment and case studies) will 
require you to work as a part of your team, to negotiate relationships, to negotiate and solve 
conflicts, and work toward a common goal. Most of the assignments required in this course 
are group based; therefore,  the assignment will be given a group grade. It is important that 
groups work together and ensure that each member of the group is heard and their needs 
are met. You will; however, be required to complete critical self-assessments (requiring 
you to reflect on your involvement with your group, your communication, and your 
completion of tasks) and you will also be required to provide evaluations of your 
group/team mates.   
  
Type of 
Evaluation  

Number of 
Evaluations  

Percentage of 
Course Grade  

Total  

Quiz on Course 
syllabus and course 
structure  

1 (to be completed 
within the first 
week of the course) 

5%  5% 

Case/problem 
solving  team 
assignments   

 6 one for each 
module 

5%  30% 

Self-reflections and 
team participation  
refections  (these 
are individual)  

3 reflections 5%  15% 

Group Assignment Individual 
Education Plan  

25% 25% 

Term/Final 
Examination 

1  25% 25%  

 
Description of Grades  
 
(See University Calendar, pp. 71-72: section 6.9.2): 

 
• "A" indicates excellent performance with clear evidence of: 

o comprehensive knowledge of the subject matter and principles treated in the 
course, 

o a high degree of originality and independence of thought, 
o a superior ability to organize and analyze ideas, and 
o an outstanding ability to communicate. 

 
• "B" indicates good performance with evidence of: 
o substantial knowledge of the subject matter, 
o a moderate degree of originality and independence of thought, 
o a good ability to organize and analyze ideas, and 
o an ability to communicate clearly and fluently. 

 
• "C" indicates satisfactory performance with evidence of: 

o an acceptable grasp of the subject matter, 



o some ability to organize and analyze ideas, and 
o an ability to communicate adequately. 

 
Students with Disabilities 
 
Students who may need an academic accommodation are asked to initiate the request 
with the Glenn Roy Blundon Centre at the earliest opportunity (www.mun.ca/blundon).  
 
 
Academic Integrity (University Regulation 6.12). 
 
Students are expected to adhere to those principles which constitute proper academic 
conduct. A student has the responsibility to know which actions, as described under 
Academic Offences in the University Regulations, could be construed as dishonest or 
improper. Students found guilty of an academic offence may be subject to a number of 
penalties commensurate with the offence including reprimand, reduction of grade, 
probation, suspension or expulsion from the University. For more information regarding 
this policy, students should refer to the University Regulations for Academic Misconduct 
(Section 6.12) in the University Calendar.  
 
Indigenous Statement 
 
I respectfully acknowledge that Memorial University is located on the ancestral 
homelands of the Beothuk, and that the island of Newfoundland is the ancestral 
homelands of the Mi'kmaq and Beothuk. I also recognize the Inuit of Nunatsiavut and 
NunatuKavut and the Innu of Nitassinan, and their ancestors, as the original peoples of 
Labrador.  
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COURSE NUMBER AND TITLE 
3620 Nature and Characteristics of Emotional/Behavioural Disorders (SE) 
 
 
 
REVISED COURSE NUMBER AND TITLE 
3620 Nature and Characteristics of Emotional/Behavioral Disorders - Supporting Student 
Behavior 
 
 
RATIONALE 
Updated course description.  The amended course calendar description reflects the 
change from a student deficit theory and model (e.g., aberrant adjustment mechanisms, 
deviant development) to a broader critical understanding of causes of 
emotional/behavioral disorders. The revised course description de-emphasizes medical 
terminology and emphasizes instead current inclusive education theory and practice to 
meet the needs of both children and adolescents. As well, an ED 3620 course calendar 
description that recognizes the importance of assessment prior to interventions was 
needed.   
 
CALENDAR CHANGES 
 
3620 Nature and Characteristics of Emotional/Behavioural Disorders (SE)  
Includes an examination of procedures for the early identification of children and 
adolescents with behavioural disabilities and major systems of classification. It critically 
examines causes of emotional and behavioural disorders and implications for 
assessment and intervention.  
PR: ED 4240, or the former ED 3220 or ED 3230 
 
CALENDAR ENTRY AFTER CHANGES  

 3620 Nature and Characteristics of Emotional/Behavioral Disorders includes an 
examination of procedures for the early identification of children and adolescents with 
behavioral disabilities and major systems of classification. It critically examines causes 
of emotional and behavioural disorders and implications for assessment and 
intervention.  

PR: ED 4240, or the former ED 3220 or ED 3230  

 



SECONDARY CALENDAR CHANGES:  N/A 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Education 3620 
Nature and Characteristics of Emotional/Behavioral Disorders 

Supporting Student Behavior 
 

 
Instructor:    Sharon Penney, PhD, R.Psych 
Email:               scpenney@mun.ca  
Office:   ED 5031 
Telephone:   864-7556  
Office Hours:  BY APPOINTMENT (on-site or online) 
Class Time:    ASYNCHRONOUS ONLINE  
Location:  BRIGHTSPACE 
 

 
 
Calendar Description 
 
3620 Nature and Characteristics of Emotional/Behavioral Disorders includes an 
examination of procedures for the early identification of children and adolescents 
with behavioral disabilities and major systems of classification. It critically 
examines causes of emotional and behavioural disorders and implications for 
assessment and intervention.  
PR: ED 4240, or the former ED 3220 or ED 3230  
 
 
 
Course Overview  
 
This course ED 3620 (Nature and Characteristics of Emotional/Behavioral Disorder 
Supporting Student Behavior) introduces the learner to classification systems for 
students’ behaviour and situates students within their cultural, family, and school 
contexts. The courses introduces the learner to the debates between classification systems 
(medical models) and social constructed models of disabilities. Building on your previous 
understanding of the theoretical aspect of exceptionality (Education 4240-Introduction to 
the Exceptional Learner) this course examines learner attitudes towards students with 
emotional and behavioural difficulties and focuses on causes of emotional and 
behavioural disorders.   
 
The course is designed for inclusive education teachers (Instructional Resource Teachers) 
who will collaborate with classroom teachers in accommodating exceptional students 



with emotional and behavioural disorders in inclusive classrooms.  The assessment of 
students’ behaviour, with a focus on early intervention, inclusionary practices, 
appropriate classroom practices, and behavioural supports are emphasized.  
 
 
Course Readings  
 
Required Textbook: 
Kaufman, J.M. & Landrum, T.J. (2018). Characteristics of emotional and behavioural 
disorders of children and youth, Eleventh Edition. New York, NY: Pearson. ISBN-
13:978-0-13-444990 
 
Each module has both required readings and optional reading. 
 
  
Course Objectives  
 
By the end of this course, you will be able to: 

1. Appraise your own social and emotional competencies through self-assessment 
create a profile of your strengths and needs.  

2. Reflect on and evaluate your own attitudes, beliefs, and triggers related to 
challenging student behaviours.  

3. Describe and recognize typical development of school-aged children and 
adolescences.  

4. Categorize and discriminate the difference between mental health, mental illness, 
mental distress, and mental health problems. 

5. Illustrate and interpret the causes that impact the development of children and 
adolescents’ behaviour.  

6. Critically evaluate the major classification systems currently in use and the 
characteristic associated with emotional and behavioural disorders.  This will 
include a major focus on both internalizing and externalizing behaviours.  

7. Refute the notion that categories of student behaviour is simply a labelling 
process but rather a means by which we differentiate interventions.  

8. Employ appropriate assessment-based practices to screen and identify emotional 
and behavioural disorders.  

9. Interpret assessment data and employ evidence-based educational practices to 
assist with student instruction and interventions.  
 

This course will be divided into 6 modules. Each module will have chapter readings from 
the text as well as additional readings. This may include current research and information 
from websites (for example, we will examine information on practices operating with 
Newfoundland and Labrador).   
 
Topics & Expectations Include: 
 
Module 1: Social and Emotional Learning and Teachers  



By the end of this module you will be able to: 
 

• Appraise/assess your own social and emotional competencies through self-
assessment and create a profile of your strengths and needs. 

• Identify your own attitudes and beliefs about students' challenging/inappropriate 
behaviours by exploring the mental health literacy curriculum developed by 
Teach Mental Health (2019). 

• Reflect on your own emotional responses to behaviours within the case studies 
and assess  your own attitudes and triggers associated with behaviour. (The course 
textbook has case studies). 

• Categorize and describe or identify the progression or stages that occurs from 
mental health to mental illness. 

 
Module 2: Possible Causes  

 
By the end of this module you will be able to: 

• Describe the possible causes or factors that may contribute to the development of 
emotional/behavioural disorders (EBD). 

• Explain and debate the biological factors (including genetics, temperament, 
trauma, individual skill development) that contribute to EBD. 

• Analyze students’ behaviours and discriminate whether the students' behaviours 
are related to a lack of skill. 

• Explain the influence of culture and describe conflicts that occur between cultures 
that may contribute to EDB. 

• Describe the role and influences of family (structure, interactions, parenting) and 
their contribution to children’s EBD. 

• Recognize and describe the role of the structures of schools and  their contribution 
to EBD. 

• Review and examine how school-based structures may remediate the 
development of EBD. 

• Explain how understanding possible causes of  EBD may assist educators to 
develop possible interventions. 

 
Module 3: Understanding Externalizing Behaviours 
 
By the end of this module you will be able to: 

• List the kinds of behaviour that are most closely associated with attentions deficit 
hyperactivity disorder (AD/HD.  

• Explain why students with attention deficit hyperactivity disorders are typically 
unpopular with their peers and be familiar with intervention/strategies to manage 
peer relationships in the classroom. 

• Describe the home and school interventions that are frequently used to manage 
AD/HD and related problems. 

• Identify what distinguishes aggressive antisocial behaviour from the behaviours 
often associated with typical development. 



• Describe the types of behaviours that apply to overt and covert antisocial conduct 
and the differences between the two. 

• Discuss strategies for assessing antisocial behaviour, including the particular 
difficulties relevant for students  with covert antisocial behaviour. 

• List and describe the phases of the acting out behaviour cycle, and identify where 
in the cycle interventions are most effectively used. 

• Provide arguments for the view that most or all incarcerated youngsters 
individuals have disabilities and need special education 

 
Module 4: Understanding Internalizing Behaviours  
 
By the end of this module you will be able to: 

• Differentiate the types of anxiety disorders commonly found in children and 
adolescents. 

• Determine the characteristics of obsessive-compulsive disorders and be able to 
differentiate between obsessions and compulsions. 

• Recognize and differentiate tic disorders from Tourette’s Disorder. 
• Differentiate selective mutism and the characteristics from other disorders.  
•  Determine the types of school based interventions for students diagnosed with 

selective mutism. 
• Differentiate depression from typical childhood behaviour and recognize when a 

student’s behaviour indicates a more serious concern. 
• Evaluate the types of suicidal behaviours seen in children and adolescents and 

determine the types of necessary interventions. 
• Review the criteria for bipolar I, bipolar II, and cyclothymia.  Research h the 

types of evidence based classroom strategies for students.  
• Review the criteria for schizophrenia and debate how and why the behaviours 

associated with schizophrenia can be mistaken for other disorders in children. 
• Review the information on other communication disorders and appraise the 

characteristics that are common across the various disorders. 
 
Module 5: Evaluation for Instruction and Interventions  
By the end of this module you will be able to: 

• Critique early identification and early intervention for students with emotional 
and behavioural disorders.  

• Appraise the pre-referral and referral process for the identification of students 
with emotional and behavioural disorders currently in use within Canadian 
schools.  

• Describe what constitutes ethical practice for both pre-referral and referral 
process.  

• Differentiate between evaluation for eligibility and evaluation for intervention.  
• Define the purposes for screening, assessment, and identification.  
• Define functional behavioural assessment and why it  is an important aspect for 

evaluation for instruction.  



• Discuss the inclusion of students with emotional and behavioural disorders in the 
general education classroom and demonstrate knowledge of strategies for 
classroom management.  

• Evaluate how assessment data is used in developing appropriate and useful goals 
and objectives in individual education plans (IEP) for students with emotional and 
behavioural disorders.   

 
Module 6: Screening, Measurement, and Identification 
By the end of this module you will be able to: 

• Compare and contract assessment tools/procedure used in the screening and 
evaluation of students with emotional and behavioural disorders currently in 
practice in Canadian schools.  

• Review the various assessment tools and procedures currently available for use in 
schools. 

• Examine the debates in the literature regarding identifying emotional behavioural 
disorders within students. Debate the deficit model and the implication for our 
students.  

• Evaluate programs and procedures available for students with emotional and 
behavioural disorders that are currently in use in Canadian schools.  

• Analyze the use of behavioural approaches for identification and interventions for 
emotional and behavioural disorders.   

• Illustrate your understanding of objectives and goals used for interventions for 
students with emotional and behavioural disorders.  

 
 
Evaluation 
 
Types of Evaluation Number of 

Evaluations  
Value Total  

Individual paper/self 
reflection 

One required for 
Module 1   

20%  20% 

Online Quizzes  Modules 1-6 
Dropping the 
lowest grade  

 6%  30% 

Group Participation Covers Modules 2-
5 

5%   20% 

Program 
Development/Evaluation 

Module 6  30% 30% 

 
Description of Grades  
 
(See University Calendar, pp. 71-72: section 6.9.2): 

 
• "A" indicates excellent performance with clear evidence of: 

 



o comprehensive knowledge of the subject matter and principles treated in the 
course, 

o a high degree of originality and independence of thought, 
o a superior ability to organize and analyze ideas, and 
o an outstanding ability to communicate. 

 
• "B" indicates good performance with evidence of: 

 
o substantial knowledge of the subject matter, 
o a moderate degree of originality and independence of thought, 
o a good ability to organize and analyze ideas, and 
o an ability to communicate clearly and fluently. 

 
• "C" indicates satisfactory performance with evidence of: 
 

o an acceptable grasp of the subject matter, 
o some ability to organize and analyze ideas, and 
o an ability to communicate adequately. 

 
 
Students with Disabilities 
 
Students who may need an academic accommodation are asked to initiate the request 
with the Glenn Roy Blundon Centre at the earliest opportunity (www.mun.ca/blundon).  
 
Academic Integrity (University Regulation 6.12). 
 
Students are expected to adhere to those principles which constitute proper academic 
conduct. A student has the responsibility to know which actions, as described under 
Academic Offences in the University Regulations, could be construed as dishonest or 
improper. Students found guilty of an academic offence may be subject to a number of 
penalties commensurate with the offence including reprimand, reduction of grade, 
probation, suspension or expulsion from the University. For more information regarding 
this policy, students should refer to the University Regulations for Academic Misconduct 
(Section 6.12) in the University Calendar.  
 
Indigenous Statement 
 I respectfully acknowledge that Memorial University is located on the ancestral 
homelands of the Beothuk, and that the island of Newfoundland is the ancestral 
homelands of the Mi'kmaq and Beothuk. I also recognize the Inuit of Nunatsiavut and 
NunatuKavut and the Innu of Nitassinan, and their ancestors, as the original peoples of 
Labrador.  
 

 
 

  



  Reading List  (This list is both optional and required) 
 
Module 1 
 
Fortney, C. L.,  (2015). How Teacher Beliefs Impact Teacher Behaviors: Teaching 

Children with Moderate Intellectual Disability to Read. Dissertations. 
176. https://irl.umsl.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1177&context=dissertation 

Jennings, P.A., & Greenberg, M. (2009). The prosocial classroom: Teachers social and 
emotional competence in relation to child and classroom outcomes. Review of 
Educational Research, 79 (1), 491-525. DOI: 10.3102/003465430832569 

Jordan, A. & Stanovich, P. (2001) Patterns of Teacher‐Student Interaction in Inclusive 
Elementary Classrooms and Correlates with Student Self-Concept, International 
Journal of Disability, Development and Education, 48(1), 33-52 
DOI: 10.1080/10349120120036297 

Kaufman, J.M. & Landrum, T.J. (2018). Characteristics of emotional and behavioural 
disorders of children and youth, Eleventh Edition. New York, NY: Pearson. 
ISBN-13:978-0-13-444990 

Oberle, E.,  & Schonert-Reichl, K.A.  (2016). Stress contagion in the classroom? The link 
between classroom teacher burnout and morning cortisol in elementary school 
students. Science and Medicine,  159, 30-
37 http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.socscimed.2016.04.031 

Philips, S. & Melim, D. (2020). Belonging: A relationship-based approach for trauma-
informed education. Rowman & Littlefield Publishers. https://ebookcentral-
proquest-com.qe2a-proxy.mun.ca/lib/mun/detail.action?docID=6294483 

Schonert-Reichl, K.A. (2017). Social and emotional learning and teachers. The Future of 
Children, 27(1),. 137-155. URL: https://www.jstor.org/stable/44219025 

Schonert-Reichl, K. A., Kitil, J., & Hanson-Peterson, J. (2017). To teach the students, 
teach the teachers: A national scan of teacher preparation and social and 
emotional learning. A report prepared for the Collaboration for Academic, Social 
and Emotional Learning (CASEL). Vancouver, B.C.: University of British 
Columbia.  

Teach Mental Health (2019) A comprehensive mental health literacy learner resource for 
pre-service and practicing teachers. Developed by Stan Kutcher, Yifeng Wei, 
Wendy Carr, Susan Rodger and Chris Gilham. 

Transforming education (2020). Social and emotional learning for Educators 
toolkit. https://transformingeducation.org/resources/sel-for-educators-toolkit/ 

Weston K., Ott M., Rodger S. (2018) Yet One More Expectation for Teachers. In: 
Leschied A., Saklofske D., Flett G. (eds) Handbook of School-Based Mental 
Health Promotion. The Springer Series on Human Exceptionality. Springer, 
Cham. https://doi-org.qe2a-proxy.mun.ca/10.1007/978-3-319-89842-1_7 

Whitley J., Smith J.D., Vaillancourt T., Neufeld J. (2018) Promoting Mental Health 
Literacy Among Educators: A Critical Aspect of School-Based Prevention and 
Intervention. In: Leschied A., Saklofske D., Flett G. (eds) Handbook of School-
Based Mental Health Promotion. The Springer Series on Human Exceptionality. 
Springer, Cham. https://doi-org.qe2a-proxy.mun.ca/10.1007/978-3-319-89842-
1_9 

https://irl.umsl.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1177&context=dissertation
https://doi.org/10.1080/10349120120036297
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.socscimed.2016.04.031
https://ebookcentral-proquest-com.qe2a-proxy.mun.ca/lib/mun/detail.action?docID=6294483
https://ebookcentral-proquest-com.qe2a-proxy.mun.ca/lib/mun/detail.action?docID=6294483
https://www.jstor.org/stable/44219025
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b2bb5c35417fcce408531f8/t/5c2f66a02b6a28fb88beeae1/1546610345149/FINAL+-+Full+online+version+%28Jan+2019%29.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b2bb5c35417fcce408531f8/t/5c2f66a02b6a28fb88beeae1/1546610345149/FINAL+-+Full+online+version+%28Jan+2019%29.pdf
https://transformingeducation.org/resources/sel-for-educators-toolkit/


 
Module  2 
 
Kaufman, J.M. & Landrum, T.J. (2018). Characteristics of emotional and behavioural 

disorders of children and youth, Eleventh Edition. New York, NY: Pearson. 
ISBN-13:978-0-13-444990 (Chapters 10, 11, and 12) 

Brown, M., Dennis, J.P., Matute-Chavarria, M. (2019). Cultural relevance in special 
education: current status and future directions. Intervention  in School and Clinic, 
54(5) 304–310 DOI: 0.177/105345121819252 

Procknow, G, Rocco, T. S, & Munn, S. L. (2017). (Dis)Ableing Notions of Authentic 
Leadership Through the Lens of Critical Disability Theory. Advances in 
Developing Human Resources, 19(4), 362-377. 

Shume, T. (2020). Conceptualising disability: A critical discourse analysis of a teacher 
education textbook. International Journal of Inclusive Education. (0), 1-16. DOI: 
10.1080/13603116.2020.1839796  https://doi.org/10.1080/13603116.2020.183979
6 

Van Loan, C.L. & Garwood, J.D. (2020) Facilitating high quality relationships for 
students with emotional and behavioral disorders in crisis. Intervention in School 
and Clinic. 55(4) 253–256.   DOI: 10.177/105345121985740. 

 
Module 3 Externalizing  
 
Kaufman, J.M. & Landrum, T.J. (2018). Characteristics of emotional and behavioural 

disorders of children and youth, Eleventh Edition. New York, NY: Pearson. 
ISBN-13:978-0-13-444990 

Rae, T. (Academic). (2015). ADHD [Video]. SAGE Knowledge. https://www-doi-
org.qe2a-proxy.mun.ca/10.4135/9781473928695 

Ochoa, T.A., &  Roberts, S.R. (2021). Juvenile Delinquency and Disabilities: A Global 
Perspective. Intervention in School and Clinic. 56(5), 263-265. 
doi:10.1177/1053451220963093 

 
Module 4 Internalizing  
 
Collins, T. R. (Academic). (2015). Stress, anxiety, and depression [Video]. SAGE 

Knowledge. https://www-doi-org.qe2a-proxy.mun.ca/10.4135/9781473931930 
Carvalho, A.F., Firth, J. & Vieta, E. (2020). Bipolar disorder. New England Journal of 

Medicine, 383, 58-66. DOI: 10.1056/NEJMra1906193 
Hill, L. (2012). Eating Disorders from the Inside Out: Laura Hill at 

TEDxColumbus.https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UEysOExcwrE. October, 31.  
Kaufman, J.M. & Landrum, T.J. (2018). Characteristics of emotional and behavioural 

disorders of children and youth, Eleventh Edition. New York, NY: Pearson. 
ISBN-13:978-0-13-444990 

Marsh, R. J. (2018). Building school connectedness for students with emotional and 
behavioral disorders. Intervention in School and Clinic, 54(2),   67–74 . DOI: 
10.177/1053451218765219 

https://doi.org/10.1080/13603116.2020.1839796
https://doi.org/10.1080/13603116.2020.1839796
https://doi-org.qe2a-proxy.mun.ca/10.1177/1053451220963093
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UEysOExcwrE


McGough, C. (March 27, 2017). I Am Not A Monster: Schizophrenia 
TEDxPSUhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xbagFzcyNiM 

MedCircle (October 18, 2019). The 4 Schizophrenia Symptoms You Need to 
Know https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=voXP15pHOhI&t=320s 

O’Neill, L., Fraser, T., Kitchenham, A. & MacDonald, V. (2018). Hidden Burdens: a 
Review of Intergenerational, Historical and Complex Trauma, Implications for 
Indigenous Families. Journal of Child & Adolescent Trauma 11, 173–186 

Powell-Caldwell, C. (October 20, 2016). Understanding selective mutism. 
TEDxNewarkAcademy. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q3GQe7WCgsQ 

 
Module 5: Evaluation for instruction and interventions 
 
Hill M. Walker, Frank M. Gresham (2013). Handbook of Evidence-Based Practices for 

Emotional and Behavioral Disorders : Applications in Schools. The Guilford 
Press. http://search.ebscohost.com.qe2a-
proxy.mun.ca/login.aspx?direct=true&db=nlebk&AN=637023&site=bsi-live 

 
 Kaufman, J.M. & Landrum, T.J. (2018). Chapter 29 Externalizing. In Characteristics of 

emotional and behavioural disorders of children and youth, Eleventh Edition. 
New York, NY: Pearson. ISBN-13:978-0-13-444990 

 
Kaufman, J.M. & Landrum, T.J. (2018). Chapter 18 Anxiety.  In Characteristics of 

emotional and behavioural disorders of children and youth, Eleventh Edition. 
New York, NY: Pearson. ISBN-13:978-0-13-444990 

 
Kaufman, J.M. & Landrum, T.J. (2018). Chapter 16. ADHD.  In Characteristics of 

emotional and behavioural disorders of children and youth, Eleventh Edition. 
New York, NY: Pearson. ISBN-13:978-0-13-444990 

 
Marsh, R. J., & Mathur, S. (2020). Mental health in schools: An overview of multitiered 

systems of support. Intervention in School and Clinic, 56(2), 67-73. 
DOI:10.177/1053451220914896 

TBDhttps://www.wallacefoundation.org/knowledge-center/Documents/Navigating-
Social-and-Emotional-Learning-from-the-Inside-Out.pdf 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Module 6 : Screening, measurement, and identification 
Hill, D.A., Mantzoros, T.,  & Taylor,  J.C., (2020).  Understanding Motivating 

Operations and the Impact on the Function of Behavior. Intervention in School 
and Clinic. 56(2),119-122. doi:10.1177/1053451220914901 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xbagFzcyNiM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=voXP15pHOhI&t=320s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q3GQe7WCgsQ
https://doi-org.qe2a-proxy.mun.ca/10.1177/1053451220914901


Kaufman, J.M. & Landrum, T.J. (2018). Characteristics of emotional and behavioural 
disorders of children and youth, Eleventh Edition. New York, NY: Pearson. 
ISBN-13:978-0-13-444990 

Mallory, P.J., Hampshire, P.K., & Carter, D.R., (2021).  Tier 2 Behavior Interventions: 
By the Student, for the Student. Intervention in School and Clinic. 57(1):41-48. 
doi:10.1177/1053451221994812 

Government of Newfoundland and Labrador (n.d). Functional assessment interview 
(FAI) for teachers. 
https://www.gov.nl.ca/education/files/forms_studentsupport_fai-teachers.pdf 

Government of Newfoundland and Labrador (n.d). Student directed functional 
assessment interview for parents. 
https://www.gov.nl.ca/education/files/forms_studentsupport_fai-forparents.pdf 

Government of Newfoundland and Labrador (n.d). Student Directed Functional 
Assessment Interview 
https://www.gov.nl.ca/education/files/forms_studentsupport_studentdirectedfai.pd
f  

Government of Newfoundland and Labrador (n.d). ABC observation form. 
https://www.gov.nl.ca/education/files/forms_studentsupport_abcobservationform.
pdf 

Government of Newfoundland and Labrador (n.d). Event 
recording. https://www.gov.nl.ca/education/files/forms_studentsupport_eventreco
rding.pdf 

Government of Newfoundland and Labrador (n.d). Problem behaviour questionnaire. 
https://www.gov.nl.ca/education/files/forms_studentsupport_behquestpro.pdf 

Government of Newfoundland and Labrador (n.d). Scatter plot observation-class 
interval  
https://www.gov.nl.ca/education/files/forms_studentsupport_scatterplotobservatio
n.pdf

Government of Newfoundland and Labrador (n.d). Scatter plot observation/assessment- 5 
minute interval 

https://www.gov.nl.ca/education/files/forms_studentsupport_scatterplotobservation2.
pdf 

• *Note: A variety of resources can be found on the Government of Newfoundland
and Labrador’s website
t https://www.gov.nl.ca/education/forms/studentsupport/behaviour/

•
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	EDUC 4531 - Syllabus - Specific Learning Disorder
	Calendar Description
	Course Overview
	Course Objectives
	Module 1 - Identification and Assessment
	 Understand changes in special education, the categories of learning disabilities, and neuroscience and the brain.
	 Describe how to obtain assessment information, uses of assessment information, and response-to-intervention (RTI), and individualized education program (IEP).
	 Explain comprehensive evaluation and testing and accountability.
	 Explain clinical teaching, task analysis, and differentiated instruction
	 Describe how to build self-esteem and motivation and present examples of how to provide technology in the classroom
	 Explain collaboration partnerships between general education and special education teachers and how a student’s learning disabilities affect families and parents
	 Discuss the importance of the early years and strategies for working with young children in general education.
	 Describe developmental indicators of problems in young children, the impact of motor on development and learning, and perceptual development in young children.
	 Discuss early childhood programs and practices, outline the steps in assessing young children, and early intervention strategies.
	 Explain theories describing the consequences of reading difficulties and reading strategies for the general education classroom.
	 List the elements of reading and explain the connection between reading and writing
	 Discuss literature-based approaches to teaching reading and methods to assess reading.
	 Describe teaching strategies to improve reading difficulties, word recognition, word fluency, reading comprehension, and assistive technology to promote reading.
	Module 3 - Writing
	 Describe the characteristics of adolescents with learning problems, and effective inclusionary strategies at the secondary level including transition plans and learning strategies instruction.
	 Describe the characteristics of postsecondary programs and adults with learning problems.
	 Explain theories describing written language difficulties and strategies for teaching spelling and improving written language difficulties in the general education classroom.

	Required Textbook
	Lerner, J. W., & Johns, B. H. (2015). Learning disabilities and related disabilities: Strategies for success (13PthP edition). Cengage Learning.
	Collection of Articles
	A collection of articles, presenting Canadian practice and models for each course module, can be accessed via the web through the MUN library. There is a link under the Getting Started section of this course called the 32TLibrary Services Page32T. Ple...
	Instructor's Notes
	Each module begins with a brief introduction to the topics outlined by the course instructor. The intention is to briefly introduce students to the readings that have been selected and guide their studying in that section of the course. The textbook, ...
	There is much literature on the web surrounding specific learning disorders and students are encouraged to familiarize themselves with various websites in the area of learning disabilities (LD). Students should check various websites for information b...
	Course Website
	The course website is the focal point of this course. The online material is offered to you in an online learning environment that offers a number of features that you will be using throughout the course, including navigation features and the Discussi...
	You will notice that the discussion feature has been divided into two sections, one for discussions with your professor and a second section for discussions with your classmates.
	The Announcement room is set for you the instructor to post announcements to the full class. You should check this regularly. The Raise your hand rooms are set for you to ask questions to the professor relating to the content in that module.
	The Writing Center
	32Thttp://www.mun.ca/writingcentre/32T
	MUN has an excellent online support service to students who are completing writing assignments. The Writing Center is especially good at helping you become familiar with American Psychological Association (APA) style and should be used to ensure that ...
	Indigenous Statement
	Evaluation
	Component     Due Date   Value
	Exam 1 – Modules 1, 2 & 3   Week 7   20%
	Exam 2 – Modules 4 & 5   Week 11   20%
	Online Quizzes – Modules 1 - 5  Ongoing – 5 in total  25%
	Group Project     Choice of topic / deadline
	Presenting Project       25%
	Participation
	Moderating Discussion Forum     5%
	Participating in Discussion Forum     5%
	Memorial University of Newfoundland is committed to ensuring an environment of understanding and respect for the dignity and worth of each student and also to supporting inclusive education based on the principles of equity, accessibility and collabor...
	Exams (40%)
	2 exams – 20% each
	1. Exam 1 (modules 1, 2 & 3) Week 7 - to be scheduled by CITL
	2. Exam 2 (modules 4 & 5) Week 11 - to be scheduled by CITL
	Both exams will primarily consist of short answer questions that are based on the text, the readings and the video/audio clips used in the course. The first exam will cover Modules 1, 2 and 3, while the second will cover modules 4 and 5. Both exams wi...
	Online Quizzes (25%)
	5 quizzes – 5% each
	Online quizzes will consist of multiple-choice questions that are based on the text, the readings and the video/audio clips used in the course. There is an online quiz associated with each module.
	Staff in-service
	Students will be randomly assigned to small groups (4-6 students) by the instructor and in your small group you must select a focus area (e.g., specific learning disabilities in reading, writing, math, or social and emotional learning) for which you m...
	As this assignment attempts to bridge you from theory to practice, the thrust of your presentation is to take a concept in the literature on programming for students with specific learning disorders and in-service your staff on it. You must display st...
	Powerpoint, or an accessible presentation software, should be used as the delivery mode and notes/comments can be inserted into the appropriate section. All references should be listed and a reference list (APA format) should be at the end of the pres...
	PowerPoints should begin with a title page, naming the group members and the topic. The second slide should be an agenda and the final one should be references. APA format should be used (where appropriate) throughout the assignment. Each of the group...
	Participation (10%)
	Moderating Discussion Forum – 5%
	Participating in Discussion Forum – 5%
	Discussion rooms have been organized "with the professor" and "with students". You will be expected to participate in both. The Announcement room is where I will post general announcements to the class - you should check that regularly. The "Raise you...
	The "with students" section is the more typical type of discussion that comes with these web courses. There are also rooms for "Reaction to sample assessment" as I have posted a real-life assessment at the end of Modules 2-4, for your review. This is ...
	Students are expected to "participate" in the course by reading and posting in the various rooms. You are not asked to write long comments or formally answer questions but there is ample opportunity for you to display participation, raise questions, o...
	The course instructor will be monitoring your participation and will respond to all discussions "with the professor". Direct and specific questions for the instructor should be posted in either the "Raise Your Hand" room or the general Announcement se...
	Participation grades will be assigned based on student’s moderation of the discussion forum pertaining to their selected presentation topic (e.g., specific learning disorder in reading writing, math, or social and emotional learning), as well as gener...
	Please do not overwrite, as it will extend the reading requirements in an already heavy course. Brevity is an art form that is highly valued!
	To facilitate this, I ask each of you to log into the "Introductions" topic area and briefly introduce yourself. Outline your background, where you are working, your experience with specific learning disorders and your career goals, as they relate to ...
	Module 1- Identification and Assessment
	Module 3 – Writing
	Textbook
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	 Create a classroom that reflects a worldview in which community and interdependence are of equal value to the individual and independence.
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